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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
There is a growing emphasis on the family in the 
treatment of alcoholism. This has been the result of 
the recognition by clinicians in recent years of the 
complexity and multidetermined nature of the disease. 
It has also been due to the increasing emphasis on mar-
ital and family interaction in the mental health field 
as a whole. Gurman (1973) points out that the frequen-
cy of publications on marital therapy has increased 
steadily from only five before 1940 to over 100 in the 
years 1967-1969. 
However, as was the case with theoretical formu-
lations concerning the relationship of intrapsychic phe-
nomena to alcoholic symptoms, the complexity of interper-
sonal theories and constructs has made them difficult to 
operationalize. Thus clinical work has been based on 
clinicians' impressions more than on controlled research. 
The problem of operationalizing constructs in order 
to assess marital interaction is a methodological problem. 
The present study addresses this problem. The purpose of 
the present study is to further develop a behavioral meth-
od of assessing marital interaction and to apply this 
1 
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method in order to assess the relationship between mari-
tal interaction and drinking behavior and other indicators 
of life adjustment following treatment for alcoholism. 
Some of the early theoretical formulations about 
alcoholism and marriage are examined. Therapeutic work 
currently being done with the alcoholic and spouse are 
also looked at. Various methods of assessing marital 
and family interaction are described, with particular 
attention to studies which employ methods involving di-
rect observation of interpersonal behavior. The present 
research is based in part on the work of Gorad (1971) who 
employed a game interaction measure to examine the inter-
action of male alcoholics and their wives. 
As early as 1954 Jackson pointed out the fact that 
the stress associated with alcoholism is an important de-
terminant of both the husband's and the wife's behavior. 
An attempt is made in the present study to measure life 
stress and to relate this variable to the measures of 
marital inter~ction. The Minnesota Multiphasic Person-
ality Inventory (MMPI) has been used extensively in re-
search on alcoholism. This instrument is also used in 
the present study in order to examine the relationship 
between behavioral measures of interaction and standard 
measures of personality. 
Since the present research is for the most part 
methodological in nature, the emphasis is on tl1e technique 
p: 
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employed rather than on substantive findings. Future re-
search mny employ the technique developed here to further 
elucidate the processes of interaction in couples with an 
alcoholic member. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
The emphasis on involving the family in treatment 
of chemically dependent individuals was evident at the 
September, 1975 meeting of the Alcohol and Drug Problems 
Association. In a paper presented at this meeting 
McElfresh (1975) pointed out this need. 
Since the progression of chemical dependency includes 
the lives of other people, their involvement is cru-
cial in this process. Not only is it necess~ry for 
the counselor to assess the patient, but the other 
persons as well. (p. 1) 
Interpersonal factors have long been recognized as 
important in determining response to treatment in alco-
holism. Early formulations, based on therapists' impres-
sions tended to oversimplify the nature of interpersonal 
factors. Edwards, Harvey, and Whitehead (1973) report 
that research has refuted some of these clinical impres-
sions. 
The classical clinical picture propounded between 
1937 and 1959, of wives of alcoholics as agressive, 
domineering women who married to mother or control 
a man has been demonstrated to be inaccurate. None 
of the later experimental studies (1962-1966) have 
supported it. (p. 128) 
These authors, in a review of the literature on the 
wives of alcoholics, pointed out a progression in the 
4 
literature ih the way the wives of alcoholics have been 
vi ~ we rl . ·t· he " fl i s t ti r he d p e r son a l 1 I:. y " I:. h e o t y he 1 d t h a t 
the wife was an aggressive Womah who married an alcohol-
ic to fttl£111 het heed to he do~inanl:.. This l:.heoty was 
replaced by l:.he "sl:tess," ot "soclolo~lca1" theory, 
which held t:hal:. 1:.he wifeis petsohallt:y rluct:uated wU:h 
the stresses involved in mdttlage l:.o an d1coho11c. The 
"psychosocial" t:heory describes l:.he wife as a womAn who 
may or may not:. have been experiencing personality dys-
functlon ptlor l:.o her 11iartiage and who may or may nol:. 
te:ict l:.o l:.he sl:.res!'l of her marriage wit:h personality 
cl y s f tllic H. on . 
11 o t 1111 t g 11 e . 
111 ol:her words, wives of alcoholics ate 
_'.!'~or_!es ~_!_ Etiolo<Jy ~~ .1\lcoho11sm 
The early l:heoretical rotmulal:.ions stemmed ftom 
psychoanalytic apptoaches to the ptob1e~ or alcoholism. 
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tu l:.t:: e rm a n (l 9 5 3 ) s a l d th a t: c 1 i td c a 1 1 mp t e s s i oh s d em on -
sl:.tal:.ed l:.hal:. wlves uncohsciou~1y ~hcoUtaged their husbands 
1:.o chl11k. In a study which has been cll:ed often, probably 
because of the dUthot's humotoUS style or pteS~h~al:lon, 
Whalen (1953) presented four types of wives of alcoholics. 
The l:.ypes 1 based on 1:.he kind of inttapsychlc heed the wife 
married l:.he alcoholic l:.o sat:isfy dtee Suffetih~ sus~h, 
con~ro11ing c~lhetine, Waverin~ Win!rred, ~nd ~unitive 
rolly. 
6 
Rossi (1966) and Kogan, Fordyce and Jackson (1963) 
pointed out that specific personality patterns or traits 
of the alcoholic, family, or spouse have not been useful 
in identifying alcoholics. Rossi commented! 
with this brief overview of the species of alcoholism 
it is apparent that the etiology of alcoholism is a 
rather complex one involving certain aspects of the 
physiological state of the individual, certain as-
pects of the psychological state of the individual, 
and certain aspects of the sociological state of 
the individual interacting ih peculiar ways to pro-
duce one or another of the species or types. (p. 5) 
Learning theories have also been presented to explain 
the etiology ot alcoholism. Rossi (1966) noted that learn-
ing theorists believe the process of behaving like an alco-
holic is acquired because alcohol is associated with a re-
warding reduction of tension. A criticism of learning 
theory arises from the difficulty of accounting for the 
pharmacological addiction. Also, it is plausible that if 
alcohol abuse is a learned habit, it can be unlearned and 
the alcoholic can return to controlled drinking. The issue 
of return to controlled drinking has been a controversial 
one. Schell and Sobell (1975) reported that there are 71 
references in the literature documenting the feasibility 
of return to controlled drinking in carefully selected 
cases. However, widespread acceptance of the validity of 
these studies is lacking. 
More recently, systems theory has been applied to 
explain alcoholism. Ward and Faillace (1970) described 
.. 
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pathological drinking as " . an aspect of a large in-
teractional system which perpetuates itself through cir-
cularity, lock-and-key relationships, and various behav-
ioral reinforcers" (p. 690). 
As with other theories, the interactional hypothe-
sis is subject to the objection that the alleged etiolog-
ical factor is a result, not a cause of the alcoholism. 
Psychoanalysts have said the wife picked the alcoholic 
because of his weakness while sociologists propose that 
the wife fell into a dominant role because the alcoholic 
husband abandoned this role. 
It is clear, however, that predictable patterns 
emerge in aicoholic families. Bailey (1968) has described 
the following stages that alcoholic families go through! 
"(a) denial; (b) home remedies such as nagging, rescue 
operations; (c) disorganization and chaos; (d) realign-
ment of roles" (p. 57). Burton (1966) and Bliss (1968) 
have provided graphic descriptions of the tragic kind of 
interaction that: is found in alcoholic families. 
Literature aimed at tha families of alcoholics makes 
it clear that: treatment personnel expect changes in the 
family interaction. Kellermann (Hazelden Foundation pam-
phlet, not dated) directs family members to do the follow-
ing: 
n wife, husband or family member needs to take a good 
look at their own involvement with the alcoholic be-
fore any steps should be taken to aid in abstinence 
fr-nm ;i lr.ohol. Tt1 mo~t -~ tl!'ll:nt1r:P.!'l :i ch<tnge .iti t:he 
family is necessary befote a change in l:he alcohol-
ic may be anl:icipdl:ed. To do nol::hing is impossible. 
ns n geheral rule, l:o do nol:hing means to give in 
t:o the sJl:u;:;l:ion, to be run ovet <tt1d expioil:ed and 
to f:lghl:: back in quiel: 1 passive, destn1ctive ways. 
The fam:lly always Jnteracts wil:h the a1coho1lc. The 
impotbtnt t:ldt1g ls lo 1eatn which i11teractions ate 
desl::rucl::lve and which might: be cteal:ive and then 
h:ive the coUt<lge l:o attempt a creative approach. 
't'he change must begin with l:he non-a1cohollc. The 
:ilcoho1lc wl11 nol:: seek help in recovery as long as 
the r1lcoholic needs are met: withln the frtmlly. (p. A) 
A 
'l'hls l::hrusl:: has led to famU.y therapy with alcohol-
lcs AS a means l:o Accomplish these goals. olson (1970), 
in a review of matltal and family therapy, pointed out: 
the 111£1.ttence of system t:heoty on fattdly l:herapJsf:s. The 
prJnciples of "cl.tcular causalil:y" and "homeostasis" with-
:In this l:heory form the basls fot focusing sl:ttdy on f:he 
couple or fAmlly tal:her than ott Ute 1nd1v1dtta1. l'loneers 
in l::he field of famlly therapy, such as Nal:han Ackerman, 
Murrny Bowen, I.yman Wytrne 1 lvah ~oszotmetlji-Nagy 1 Don 
,fackson, Gregory Bal:eson 1 Jay tlaley, vlrginla Satit, earl 
Wldl:;,ker, ::1nd Gerald 7.ttk have develotJed different: tech-
nlr:tt1e!'l <tlld ;tppr.oaches but share l:he pri'tcl::ice of working 
w i t. h t h e m rt r. 1 t: a 1 p a J r o r f a m i 1 y a s a u 11 1 I: . Some of l:he 
go<lls of famlly l:hetc\py sel: fotl:h in Olson's (1970) re-
view nre (a) improved communication, (b) aul:ono~y and 
lnrllvlduatlot1, (c) i.mproved emfJal:hy. Concepts used l:o 
rll'>!'lr:rlbe f;'lmlly prtl:hology .iuclude~ (;t) dottb.1.e bind, 
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(b) pseudo-mutuality, (c) undifferentiated family ego 
mass, and (d) schism and skew. Olson pointed out that 
his review surveyed 200 articles on marital therapy but 
this included only 20 actual research studies. This is 
understandable because of the difficulty of operational-
izing the constructs employed. Olson and Rabunsky (1972) 
reviewed some of the problems encountered in research on 
the double bind. 
In summary, future research on the double bind should 
include measures of the intensity of the relationship 
among family members, and it should be sensitive 
"nough to assess changes in the relationship over 
time. Secondly, it should be focused on the way in 
which communication patterns in families invalidate 
the definition of the relationship. The measures 
must, therefore, be obtained of actual family inter-
action. (p. 90). 
Research done in the area of alcoholism has not at-
tained the level of sophistication suggested by Olson, 
nor has it sampled actual family interaction in a struc-
tured way in most cases. 
Cantanzaro, Pisani• Fox. and Kennedy (1973) describe 
an approach called "familization therapy" (p. 6). This 
inpatient treatment is not limited to alcohol or drug 
problems but includes persons with other mental health 
problems. Family members or even friends are admitted 
during part of a patient's stay in the treatment facility. 
A wide age range is represented to duplicate the situation 
found in families. The authors asserted that: 
-10 
"familization therapy" as described in this paper 
appears to significantly help this group of patients 
reasonably quickly (average stay of about two months) 
Furthermore, the improvement appears to be a stable 
one partly because a key family member has been part 
of the therapy process and provides continued support 
long after discharge. (p. 6). 
The authors have planned a two year follow-up study to 
document these impressions. 
Finlay (1974) reviewed studies which he felt sup-
ported the hypothesis that an interactional approach to 
alcoholism produces better results than the traditional, 
individual approach. However, the treatment outcome data 
he presented were not conclusive. Case workers, whether 
working from an interactional model or an illness model, 
achieved approximately the same incidence of reduced 
drinking with their patients. Other studies reviewed 
used an interactionally based form of intervention for 
all patients, with the conclusion that their success 
rates were "good." Such studies do not demonstrate that 
an interactional approach is superior to an individual 
approach. 
Pattison (1965) described a project in which Public 
Health nurses were trained for psychotherapeutic home 
visits with the families of alcoholic patients. Goals 
with these seven families who were experiencing multiple 
mental health problems were: "(a) the adaptive handling 
of the immediate stress so that it does not precipitate 
family disintegration; (b) the development of novel 
11 
responses which will enable the family to handle new role 
requirements demanded by the crisis, and (c) re-establish-
ment of a stable healthy family equilibrium or life style" 
(p. 87). The author cautiously cohcludes that "the ther-
apeutic resolution of the family crisis was noted to some 
degree in each case" (p. 90). 1\s in the study cited above, 
this study suggests a treatment approach but does not de-
monstrate the role family interaction plays ih alcoholism 
treatment. 
Burton and Kaplan (1968) compared alcoholic patients' 
reactions to individual counseling and to group marital 
counseling. Seventy-six percent of those receiving group 
marital counseling, as opposed to 57 per cent of those re-
ceiving individual counseling, felt they had gained some-
thing from the experience. While this is a subjective 
measure, it is an important one because patients• feelings 
about treatment help to determine how long they remain in 
treatment, as well as the eventual outcome. 
Burton (1962) and Scott (1959) also described exper-
iences with group marital therapy with couples with an al-
coholic member. Cadogan (1973), using a small sample but 
a good control group, found a greater rate of abstinence 
from alcohol amohg alcoholics whose treatment had included 
marital group therapy. The control group had also agreed 
to take part in the marital group therapy, but were told 
there was no room in the group and were put on a waiting 
12 
list. After six months the therapy group had nine absti-
nent members, four doing some drinking, and seven relapsed 
completely. The control group had two members abstinent, 
five drinking to some extent, and thirteen who had re-
lapsed. Cadogan (1973) stated that "the difference in 
drinking between the control and therapy groups was sig-
nH icant a.t the .05 level (exact probability test), indi-
cating that treatment effectively influenced the develop-
ment of abstinence" (p. 1190). Questionnaire data indi-
cated that spouses of alcoholics who resumed drinking had 
reported more problems related to acceptance and trust at 
the start of therapy than did spouses of alcoholics who 
remained abstinent. other factors related to success in 
marital group therapy were "the stabilizing factors of 
employment, minimal evidence of organicity, freedom from 
severely disturbing or psychotic symptoms and early treat-
ment" (p. 1194). 
Cadogan makes a point that is interesting in terms 
of the length of the follow-up. Treatment failure occurred 
for the most part during the first three months after treat-
ment, and patients involved in follow-up treatment and who 
were abstinent at three months tended to remain abstinent. 
Smith (1969) invited wives of male, alcoholic inpa-
tients to attend a therapeutic group. Considerable pres-
sure was brought to bear on nonattending wives to attend. 
Fifteen wives took part in the group. The group met for 
p 
go minutes once a week for approximately six months. 
There were generally about seven of the wives present at 
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each meeting. At a six-month follow-up, 11 of the 15 men 
whose wives had attended the group were abstinent, while 
only one of the eight meh whose wives had refused to at-
tend were abstinent. A similar pattern was found at a 
16-month follow-up. Treatment outcome was related sep-
arately to social stability and to wife's attendance at 
the group. The author made it clear that his design did 
not permit conclusions about the effectiveness of the 
group process. "One can only assume at this stage that 
attending wives may have more affection and concern or 
other positive attitudes towards their husbands, and the 
presence of these qualities in the marriage improves 
treatment outcome" (Smith, 1969 1 p. 1041). Testing such 
an assumption empirically is certainly a necessary step, 
and it is in part the purpose of the present research to 
examine the relationship of certain wife characteristics 
to various measures of the husband's drinking behavior 
after treatment. 
F.sser (1970) stated that alcoholism is exacerbated 
by family interaction and that treatment is less effective 
if significant family members are not involved in therapy. 
Jackson (1962) pointed out the following four early studies 
of alcoholic marriages: (a) Bullock and Mudd (1959) observed 
that both spouses tend to bring personality problems to 
• 
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the marriage and these problems become intensified during 
marriage. The failure of eacl1 spouse to gratify the over-
determined needs of the other may be seen as the major 
factor in the marital conflict: (b) Gliedman, Nash and 
webb (1956), and (c) Gliedman, Rosenthal, Frank and Nash 
(1956), observed that wives of male alcoholics in treat-
ment were better organized than their husbands. The wives 
were dissatisfied with themselves and their husbands gen-
erally, while the men when sober, were sati~fied with their 
wives. (d) Strayer (1959) also addressed the topic of the 
same therapist seeing both members of an alcoholic couple. 
Assessing Marital Interaction 
Family therapy with alcoholics developed through in-
novative clinical practice. The empirical support for this 
technique has developed more slowly. Early studies were 
not based on structured observation of couples, but on 
psychological tests and other indirect measures of inter-
action. 
Mowrer (1940) described some of the psychocultural 
factors influencing the alcoholic's behavior. Mitchell 
(1959) described ways that spouses in couples where the 
male is alcoholic perceive each other. Mitchell's impres-
sion was that power, control 1 and dominance appeared to 
be the problem areas of crucial significance. Both spouses 
viewed the wife as the most dominant figure in the marriage. 
15 
Also, both spouses seemed Unclear about what they expected 
from e<tch other. 
Ballard (1959) using MMPI scores of alcoholics and 
their wives concluded that wives of alcoholics were better 
adjusted than wives in nonalcoholic but conflicted mar-
riages. Also, Ballard found that in alcoholic marriages 
the wife was less disturbed than the husband, but in non-
alcoholic conflicted marriages, the husband was less dis-
turbed than his wife. 
More recent investigations have combined test data 
and interpersonal perceptions. Drewery (1969) has proposed 
a method involving a systematic analysis of patterns of 
mutual perceptions within a dyadic relationship. The 
Edwards Personal Preference Schedule (Edwards, 1959) was 
used to measure how each member of a marital pair perceives 
himself, how each member perceive~ his partner, and how 
each member expects to be perceived by his partner. An-
other method taps a factor which Gorad 1 Mccourt, and Cobb 
(1971) have labeled "personal style" (p. 666). Rae and 
Forbes (1966) found that wives who had a low score on 
scale 4 (a scale suggesting nonconformity and i~pulsivity) 
of the MMPI had supportive and realistic attitudes towards 
their alcoholic husbands while wives with higher scores on 
scale 4 displayed negative attitudes toward their spouse. 
Rae (1972) and Rae and Drewery (1972) have shown that indi-
viduals with high scale 4 scores have a poor prognosis for 
16 
treatment of alcoholism when compared tb individuals with 
low scale 4 scores. Also, a high scale 4 score for a wife 
was associated with a poor prognosis for an alcoholic hus-
band. Interpretations of these findings take into account 
the descriptions of individuals with high scale 4 scores 
as impulsive, socially extroverted, nonconformist individ-
uals who fail to modify their behavior even when such a 
change would result in a reduction of discomfort for them. 
Such individuals might be expected to engage in interper-
sonal behavior that is antagonistic to, rather than con-
sistent with, the goals of a therapeutic program. 
The studies cited above do make attempts to assess 
the effects of marital interaction. However, the use of 
interpersonal perceptions is an indirect means of asses-
sing interaction. Olson (1969) and Suran (1970) point 
out a number of studies which demonstrate that marital 
partners' descriptions of themselves and each other dif-
fer from behavioral measures of their interaction. 
Behavioral Measures of Interaction 
Research measuring family interaction dir~btly has 
generally been done with families containing a schizophren-
ic member and suitable control families. Riskin and 
Faunce (1972) present a lengthy review of 286 research 
articles on quantifiable family interaction research. 
These authors categorize and evaluate these studies and 
17 
present a description of methodological issues that in-
fluence the outcome of such studies. Some of these issues 
are~ purposes, setting, tasks generating interactional 
data, the naturalistic-experimental continuum, expectations 
of observer and observed, socioeconomic status, the unit 
of analysis (i.e., act or speech), mode of communication 
(verbal only or verbal plus tonal), analyzihg the data 
(what categories are selected for analsis), controls, 
vocabulary (interactional terms), use of data from small-
group studies, independent ahd dependent variables (these 
are relevant to a linear causality model, but may not fit 
the family as a system, or circular causality model), 
group comparability, reliability and validity and signif-
icance (as opposed to trivial research), coding manuals 
and replicatioh studies, the observer's perspective, and 
computer technology. 
Riskin and Fauhce (1972) reported agreement about 
the importance of the follo~ing variables in interaction 
research~ humor, agreement/disagreement, support--espe-
cially positive affect, acknowledgement-commitm~nt-affir­
mation, and clarity of communication. 
Jacob (1975) reviewed studies of family interaction 
in disturbed and hormal families. He pointed out that di-
rect observation procedures are superior to studies which 
evaluate self-report data because the former rest on fewer 
assumptions and inferences. Jacob listed the following 
18 
six standards for judging the methodological adequacy of 
direct observation studies: (a) experimental and control 
families should be comparable on demographic variables, 
(b) raters should be ignorant of the family's diagnostic 
status, (c) considerable agreement should exist among in-
dependent judges as to the presence and frequence of the 
behavior to be rated, (d) data including male and female 
children should be analyzed separately, (e) experimental 
and control families should be observed and assessed in 
the same experimental setting, and (f) experimental and 
control families should be comparable on hospital or 
treatment status. 
Strodtbeck (1951) presented a technique of measur-
ing interaction that has been used by a good number of 
researchers over the years. His procedure called "the 
revealed differences technique," involves a decision-
making process. In an early application, strodtbeck 
asked mathematics students to recommend jointly the best 
of three possible solutions to particular problems. 
While talking they were asked to record privatelj the 
alternative they personally favored. Later, strodtbeck 
asked married couples to pick three reference families 
with whom they were well acquainted. ~ach spouse was 
separately asked to answer a series of questions about 
these families such as: "which family had the happiest 
children?" and "which family is the mosb· religious?" 
F 
Then the couple was asked to talk over their choices, 
reconcile their differences, and indicate a final "best 
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choice" from the standpoint of their family. The balance 
of power in the couples was determined from a count of 
how many times each spouse convinced the other to adopt 
his or her choice. Navaho, Texan, and Mormon cultural 
groups were selected to determine whether the technique 
would pick up observed differences in the power balance 
between husband and wife in these cultures. Strodtbeck 
concluded that the technique revealed the balance of 
power in a couple, and also produced a sample of inter-
action in which modes and techniques of influence can 
be studied by methods of content and process analysis. 
Farina (1960), Barger (1963), and Suran (1970) 
have reported further development and applications of 
this technique. 
Ferreira and Winter (1974) have used a related 
measure termed "spontaneous agreement." Subjects are 
given material and asked to make judgments about it. 
The degree of agreement before discussion is termed 
"spontaneous agreement." The researchers found that 
scores were higher (more agreement) for couples who had 
been married longer than for recently married couples. 
In another study, Winter, Ferreira, and Bower~ (1973) 
compared the interaction in married and unrelated cou-
ples. They used the following variables: spontaneous 
agreement, decision time, choice fulfillment, silence, 
interruptions, explicit information, and politeness (a 
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global rating on a scale from 1 to 4). The results showed 
that in married couples there was greater spontaneous 
agreement prior to discussion, less politeness, more in-
trusive interruptions, and a lesser exchange of explicit 
information than in unrelated couples. 
Lennard and Rernstein (1969) present extensive stud-
ies of family interaction. A useful distinction that they 
make is the categorization of disagreements according to 
how explicit they are. An explicit disagreement is de-
fined as an overt denial of the validity of a prevoius 
statement or contradiction of a previous statement's con-
tent. More circuitous ways in which disagreements can be 
made manifest are negative evalution of a previous state-
ment's content or substance, qualification of the content 
or s11bsti'\nce of a previous statement's content or sub-
stance as unnecessary or irrelevant, and sarcasm refer-
ring to a previous statement. Similar distinctions in 
explicitness are made for "affirmation of self" state-
ments ranging from the direct "I am not lazy," to the 
sarcastic "Mike is really good at pain~ing: so good that 
I had to hire Bill to finish the job." 
Schuham (1970) had families discuss problem situa-
tions. The transcripts of interaction were scored ac-
cording to (a) acts of support: (b) contributions, and 
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(c) acts of nonsupport. The interrat~r reliability for 
these categories ranged from .53 to .82 with a mean of 
.63; all were significant at the . 01 level. These ratings 
were used to draw conclusions about the power relations 
in normal families as compared to families with a prepsy-
chotic child. 
Smith (1971) used a notepassing task to assess fam-
i.ly interaction. lie concluded that notepassing "cannot 
be substituted for the representation of role structure 
obtained from verbal discussion tasks" (p. 182). 
O'Connor and Stachowiak (1971) used the following 
measures of family interaction: (a) adaptation or changes 
in opinion following discussion: (b) stability of interac-
tion patterns over consecutive discussion periods: (c) pro-
ductivity, or speeches per unit time: (d) specificity, or 
whether a speaker directed his speech to a specific family 
member: (e) overt power, or number of times a member con-
vinced another to change their view: (f) covert power, or 
the number of times a person was spoken to: (g) conflict 
score, which was the number of interruptionst (h) cohesion, 
when the person interrupting was responded to: (i) emo-
tionality, such as laughing, hugging, use of feeling words. 
The results showed significant differences between low ad-
justed and high adjusted families on a number of these 
variables. 
As mentioned earlier, Olson (1969) and others have 
shown that married couples' subjective accounts of their 
interaction differs from behavioral measures of such in-
teraction. A series of studies by Olson has focused 
mainly on the variable of family power. Olson {1972) 
concluded that "individuals are very poor at reporting 
'objective reality' regarding family power dynamics. 
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what individuals do report is their 'subjective reality,' 
which is not a very accurate representation of what is 
objecti.vely there" (pp. 145-6). Olson at1d Rabunsky 
(1972) found that individuals are not able to report 
who makes decisions in their family. Olson (1969) hy-
pothesized several reasons for the discrepancies in 
power estimates. Empathy was found to be a necessary 
but not sufficient condition for congruence. Also, 
husbands tended to overestimate their actual power 
while wives underestimated their actual power in cases 
where there were discrepancies between subjective and 
behavioral measures. Such findings must be considered 
when one attempts to explain the early impressions of 
clinicians that the wife of the alcoholic was always 
dom:l.nant. 
Another method of quantifying marital interaction 
in a couple wlth an alcoholic spouse was presented by 
llersen, Miller, and Eisler (1973). This study employed 
videotape equipment to record discussions between 
alcoholics and their wives. The results indicated that 
wives tended to look at their alcoholic husbands more 
during discussion of his drinking problem than when dis-
cussing other topics. The husbands tended to look away 
when discussing alcohol related problems. This use of 
videotape should serve to extend knowledge of husband-
wife interaction in future research. 
Game Interaction Measures 
Several interaction measures based on competitive 
game behavior have been developed to measure marital 
power, dominance and conflict. The Ravich Interpersohal 
Game Test (Ravich, 1970) utilizes a miniature locomotive 
train to represent a competitive situation for a couple. 
Hottes and Kahn (1974) have used the Prisoner's Dilemma 
game to measure such things as cooperation, imitation, 
and strategy. Epstein and Santa-Barbra (1975) compared 
the Prisoher's Dilemma game behavior to interpersonal 
perceptions. They found that couples who cooperated in 
the game perceived themselves as cooperative. "Game de-
structive" couples perceived each other as comp~titive 
and expressed exploitative and defensive intentions. 
Olson and Straus (1972) describe an interaction 
technique called SINFnM. This is a game-like task 
yielding reliably coded variable scores for assertive-
ness, effec~ive power, support 1 creativity, problem 
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solving ability, and activity level. The technique may 
be used in family or couple diagnosis as well as for re-
search purposes. 
Gorad (1971) has used an interaction game with al-
coholics and their wives. The theoretical framework of 
this approach is presented in an article by Gorad, 
Mccourt, and Cobb (1971). In the interaction game, each 
spouse picks one of three cards, labelled Win, Share, or 
Secret Win. If both pick Share, both earn equal, moder-
ate amounts of money. If one person picks Win or Secret 
win and the other picks Share, the former earns a large 
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amount of money and the spouse loses money. If both pick 
Win or Secret Win, both earn nothing. The subjects can 
not see each other's choices, but can see the cumulative 
amount of money won by the couple at all times. The sub-
jects are told that the experimenter can substitute Se-
cret Win, so the parther never khows if their partner has 
played this. Subjects are given 50 trials during the game. 
Gorad theorizes that drunkehness is a way of not being 
responsible for one's acts. It gives the drunken person 
unusual interpersonal control. 
In the study utilizing this interaction approach, 
Gorad tested 20 alcoholic men and their wives, with 20 
nonalcoholic men and their wives as controls. The hus-
bands averaged age 38, the wives 36. They had been mar-
ried an average of 13 years, had four children, were 
p 
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Roman catholic, and had a modal income between $1,000 and 
$fi 1 000 per year. 
Results of Gorad's study were (a) the alcoholics 
used a style of communication characterized by responsi-
bility avoidance when interacting with the wife; the dif-
ference was significant between experimental and control 
males; (b) the wives of the alcoholics used a more direct, 
responsibility-accepting style of communication than the 
husbands when interacting with them~ (c) interaction be-
tween the alcoholics and their wives was marked by inabil-
ity to function as a unit for mutual benefit and an esca-
lation of symmetry pattern (rigidly responding to each 
other in a similar fashion). The alcoholics were actually 
slightly dominant over their wives, but the wives some-
times appeared to be dominant because of their responsi-
bility-accepting pattern of interacting. The alcoholic 
couples entered the interaction with the intention of 
gaining the "one up" position. Risk taking was missing. 
Gorad proposed that the lack of belief in change helps 
perpetuate the chronic battle over control. 
Gorad's study is related directly to the present 
study because of the focus on married couples with an 
alcoholic member and also because of the behavioral meth-
od of assessing interaction. However, the present study 
uses variable ratings based on categories of verbal state-
ments rather than nonverbal game scores as the measure of 
F· 
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interaction. There are advantages to both methods. The 
nonverbal games (or combination verbal-nonverbal) games 
are less subject to distortion because of the subjects 
responding in a socially desirable fashion. Researchers 
report that subjects become so engrossed in the game that 
they forget it is an artificial situation. Thus the pro-
cedure is capturing behavior that is "real" in the sense 
that the subjects are not disguising their typical pat-
terns of interacting. However, one drawback of the game 
procedures is that the behavior involved is not necessar-
ily typical of marital interaction exhibited by the cou-
ple every day, at least on an overt level. The interac-
tion procedure employed in the present research involved 
verbal interaction. The Inventory of Marital Conflicts 
developed by Olson and Ryder (1970) is described in chap-
ter III. 
The MMPI and Alcoholics 
A number of the studies cited above used the MMPI 
to draw conclusions about the characteristics of alcohol-
ics (Ballard, 1959: Rae & Forbes, 1966: Rae, 1972) Rae & 
Drewery, 1972). Apfeldorf (1974) pointed out different 
uses of the MMPI in research on alcoholism, and encour-
aged researchers to search for traits characteristic of 
alcoholics. A note of caution on use of the MMPI during 
treatment was given by Rohan, Tatro, and Rotman (1969). 
jP 
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These researchers administered the MM~! to 58 male alco-
holies who were in treatment a mean of 72 days. The MMPI 
was administered to these men within a week of admission 
and within a week of discharge. It was found that signif-
leant drops in scale scores were common over this period 
of time. This points out the need to administer the MMPI 
to subjects at the same time during treat~ent if results 
are to be comparable. 
Life-Stress and Alcoholism 
~s early as 1954 Jackson pointed out that the stress 
associated with alcoholism is an important determinant of 
both husband's and wife's behavior. Jackson (1962) states! 
The writer has also raised questions in an earlier 
report (1954) about the ways in which the nature, 
extent, and duration of the stressful situation 
contribute to the extent and nature of the wife's 
disturbance. The behavior of both the alcoholic 
and his wife is similar in many ways to that of 
people who are involved in situations character-
ized by marked and rapid role changes, by social 
disapproval, by lack of cleat-cut definitions for 
appropriate behavior; by social isolation, by sit-
uational ambiguity, and by recurrent auxiliary 
crises--all of which are ingredients of the family 
alcoholism crisis. (p. 481) 
Holmes and Rahe (1967) presented a means of quanti-
Eying stress stemming from life changes. striking evidence· 
has been presented that high levels of stress are asso-
elated with physical disease and psychiatric disorder. 
Dohrenwend and Dohrenwend (1974) have edited a volume 
dealing with research on life stress in a variety of 
situations and populations. In the present study, the 
~ocial Rf>adjustment Rating Scale (llolmes ~ Rahe, 1967) 
is employed to control for life stress as a factor in-
fluencing treatment outcome. 
Design and Hypotheses 
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Alcoholic husbands and their wives were administered 
the Inventory of Marital Conflicts, the MMPI, the Social 
Readjustment Rating Scale, and personal history form 
shortly after the husband's admission to an inpatient 
treatment center. Prognostic predictions by patient, 
spouse, and counselor were made at the time of discharge. 
Follow-up information was collected three months after 
discharge. The major variables of interest in this study 
were conflict indicators derived from the lnventory of 
Marital Conflicts. 
Hypotheses tested in the present study are! 
1. The quality of each couple's interaction as 
assessed by the Inventory of Marital Conflicts is related 
to drinking behavior following treatment for the alcoholic. 
More specifically, it is predicted that in couples where 
the interaction is marked by conflict and lack of mutual 
support, the alcoholic husband engages in post treatment 
drinking more often than in couples where the interaction 
is less conflictual and more mutually supportive. This 
hypothesis is based on the studies which assumed that 
this hypothesis is true, but have not tested it empirically 
(HcElfresh, 1975: Cantanzaro, Pi.sani, Fox 1 & Kennedy, 
1973; Finlay, 1974; Patti.son, 1965, and Sm:i.th, 1969). 
2. The Inventory of Marital Confli.cts Wi.n Score 
(the number of times a subject persuades hi.s/her partner 
to change his/her mind on choices made independently) is 
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the same for husbands and wives (no significant difference). 
This hypothesis is based on the work of Gorad (1971) who 
showed that male alcoholics and their spouses made equal 
attempts to win a game with their partner. 
3. Alcoholics use less direct means of persuading 
their partner than their partner uses. Rather than state 
and restate their choice and supporting reasons openly, 
alcoholics read from and quote the stories, ask rhetor-
ical questions, and add content to the stories to a 
greater degree than their partner does. This hypothesis 
is also based on the work of Gorad (1971) who found that 
while alcoholics made equal attempts to win a game with 
their spouse, the alcoholics made more attempts to hide 
their win choices and wives accepted responsibility for 
choosing the win option. 
4. In couples marked by less open communication 
(fewer direct statements or urging of choice), the hus-
band engages in post treatment drinking more often than 
in couples who use a more direct style of communication. 
This hypothesis is related to Hypothesis 3, and based on 
the work of Gorad (1971). Gorad felt that the alcoholic's 
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tendency to not take responsibility for his actions is the 
factor that leads to addiction to alcohol. From this it 
would follow that in couples who find it difficult to 
state their choices openly the husbands would have greater 
difficulty remaining sober than in couples who are more 
open. 
In addition, relationships will be examined between 
the conflict indicators and MMPI scores and also life 
stress scores to determine what other variables the con-
flict indicators might be related to. 
CHAPTER III 
METHOD 
subjects 
subjects were 29 male alcoholic inpatients at 
Chicago's Alcoholic Treatment Center and their spouses. 
Chicago's Alcoholic Treatment Center is an inpatient 
facility for the treatment of patients who request treat-
ment for alcoholism. The Center operates under the aus-
pices of Chicago's Commission for Rehabilitation of Per-
sons and is supported by the city of Chicago. 
The treatment program at the Center consists of a 
milieu therapy approach utilizing a democratic patient 
government and an emphasis on group therapy. The patient 
government involves the residents in the process of making 
responsible decisions about passes (from the hospital), 
discharges, and other recommendations. A daily ward meet-
ing is attended by all patients. This meeting is the 
focus of the patient government process and also is a 
forum for discussion of issues concerning the milieu. 
Elections are held regularly for a secretary and co-
secretary who conduct the ward meeting. Elections are 
also held for chairman of each floor who coordinate 
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activities on their respective floors. 
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other patient jobs 
include sports coordinator and various work details. 
Therapy groups are closed groups: a group is formed 
and sessions begin after 12 patients have been admitted 
(this usually takes about a week). No new members enter 
the group after it begins. The member of the mental 
health staff (social worker, psychologist) who is a pa-
tient's group therapist also serves as that patient's 
individual counselor and meets with the patient and his 
spouse or family to plan treatment and make discharge 
arrangements. 
times a week. 
The groups meet for 1-1/2 hours, four 
After approximately 20 sessions, the 
groups are terminated. At that time, patients are dis-
charged and the group therapist begins intake interviews 
to form a new group. 
other aspects of treatment include medical and nur-
sing services, a complete physical and laboratory exam-
ination upon admission, psychiatrist•s diaghostic evalua-
tion, psychological testing, vocatiohal couhse1ing, edu-
cational tutoring, Alcohoiics Anonymous meeting~, reli-
gious activities, and daily calisthehics. New patients 
attend orientation meetings. In addition to the regular 
therapy groups, there are specialized therapy groups for 
married patients and other demographically defined groups. 
Patients at the Center are required to attend the 
following activities: (a) all orientation meetings: 
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(b) daily ward meetings; (c) group therapy sessions, (d) 
educational meetings; (e) psychological testing sessions; 
(f) one social security meeting: (g) daily calisthenics: 
(h) election of chairman, held once a week; (i) work de-
tails. Patients may attend the following activities~ 
(a) nlcoholics nnonymous meetings; (b) American Legion 
l\uxiliary Program (diversion::tl activity): (c) Board of 
Education Program (tutoring); (d) recreational and craft 
activities; (e) religious discussions; (f) single men's 
group; (g) vocational counseling sessions. 
Patients are eligible for day-time passes from the 
Center two weeks after ~dmission. Their request for a 
pass is discussed in their group therapy session and then 
at the ward meeting where it is voted on by patients. 
nll patients who were married or living common-law 
marriages admitted to the Center between March 1 and 
nugust 31, 1975 were approached by the experimenter and 
asked to participate in the re~earch project. 
The first 24 male subjects were approached during 
the first three weeks of treatment and began participa-
tion in the research during the first four weeks of 
treatment. This group served as a pilot study. 
The main group of 29 male subjects was approached 
during the first week of treatment and began participa-
tion in the project during the first two weeks of treat-
ment. They were the subjects of the present study. 
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In total, 100 male patients were asked to take part 
in the project. Patients who were separated from their 
spouses for periods of 3 months or less but who continued 
to see their spouse and had plans to re-unite after the 
patient's discharge were included in the study. 
Of the 100 patiehts approached, many were excluded 
for various reasons. Nine married men who had not learned 
how to read were not asked to take part for this reason. 
Four married men did not take part because they were un-
able to read due to lack of reading glasses. Seven mar-
ried men's wives agreed to come tor an appointment but 
either cancelled their appointment or did not show up. 
Sixteen married men and/or wives refused to take part 
in the study. Teh married men left treatment before an 
appointment could be arranged. One couple got into an 
argument durihg the project and refused to complete the 
project. Thus, a total of 47 male patients who were 
asked to take part did not participate in the study. 
The 53 male patients who took part in the project 
as pilot or actual subjects were 53 per cent of the total 
number of married patients asked to take part ih the study. 
Instruments 
The Inventory of Marital Confiicts (see Appendix A) 
developed by Olson and Ryder (1970) is based on the re-
vealed differences technique which was first used by 
strodtbeck (1951). 
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In the Inventory of Marital Conflicts 
(this will be referred to as the Inventory) each member 
of a couple is given a set of case descriptions of couples 
having marital conflicts. They are asked to decide (with-
out confering with each other) which spouse is primarily 
responsible for the conflict. Following this the couple 
is brought together and asked to come to a mutual decision 
about who is responsible for the conflict and how the con-
flict should be resolved. This discussion is tape-recorded 
and rated on a number of variables which are used to char-
acterize marital interaction. Olson and Ryder's rating 
system consists of 35 codes representing three main cate-
gories! process statements, assertive statements, and 
positive and negative support statements. Olson and Ryder 
(1970) reported that the interrater reliability of these 
codes averaged .85 to .q5, and the split half reliability 
was .75. Two adaptations of the Inventory were made for 
the present study. First only 15 of Olson and Ryder's 
codes were selected for use i~ this study. Codes were 
selected which appeared to best represent marital conflict. 
Secondly, two additional codes, interrupts, and speaks last 
were used. These codes were taken from work reported by 
Farina (1960) and Barger (1963). The 17 codes used in 
this study were scored separately for husbands and wives, 
giving a total of 34 scores for each couple. 
for these codes is described in Chapter IV. 
The analysis 
J6 
The following is an example (paraphrased) of one of 
the case descriptions that couples read when taking tl1e 
Inventory. John provides a modest but adequate income for 
himself and his wife Jean. Jean has been excited about 
their plnnned vacation. John has been a stereo enthusiast 
and wants to improve his stereo by buying new speakers. 
They do not have enough money for both the speakers and 
the vacation. John says that he is the breadwinner in 
the family and deserves a luxury. 
should make the decision. 
He insists that he 
Both husband and wife read the case description 
paraphrased above. Twelve of the 18 case descriptions in 
the Inventory are worded one way in the copy given to the 
husband and another way in the copy given to the wife. 
Because of this the husbands (subjects in this study) are 
more likely to say that the wife (in the case description) 
is responsible for the conflict while the wives are more 
likely to say that the husband is at fault. The Inventory 
was constructed this way to set up a disagreement between 
the husband and wife and then observe how the couple re-
solves the disagreement. 
In addition to the ratings, two other scores are ob-
tained from the Inventory. The Win Score is the number of 
times each spouse convinces the partner to change his/her 
mind about who is responsible for the conflict. The Dead-
lock Score is the number of times the couple is not able 
, 
to come to an agreement about who is responsible for the 
conflict. 
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The Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory de-
veloped by Hathaway and McKinley (1943) is a widely used 
and heavily researched measure of personality traits. 
The standard administration and scoring described in the 
manual were used in the present study. 
The Alcoholism Life Assessment Questionnaire (see 
Appendix B) consists of items adapted from instruments 
used by Foster, Horn, and Wanberg (1972), Kammeier (1974), 
and Meshboum (1974). These items cover drinking behavior, 
other drug abuse, and a number of life adjustment variables 
including work adjustment, family adjustment, social adjust-
ment, medical and police problems, Alcoholics Anonymous 
attendance, and additional treatment. Pattison (1966) dis-
cussed the abstinence criteria as a meaningful measure of 
life adjustment. Although it appears that it is necessary 
to look at other indicators of life adjustment, there is 
justification for considering abstinence a valid measure 
of life adjustment for the alcoholic. 
The husbands' and wives' reports of drinking by the 
husband were recorded on items 1, 3, 4 and 5 of the Alco-
holism Life Assessment Questionnaire. For purposes of this 
study the responses to each of these items were divided 
into two groups. For items 1 and 3, the responses have 
not drunk at all, occasional light drinking, and light 
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or moderate drinking one or two days a week, were grouped 
together and called No or light drinking. The four re-
maining responses to items 1 and 3 were called Heavy 
drinking (see Table 5 and Appendix B). For items 4 and 5 
which detail periods of abstinence, the responses 0 to 3 
weeks, and 3 to 5 weeks were grouped together and con-
trastr.d with responses 6 to 8 weeks, 9 to 11 weeks, and 
12 to 14 weeks (see Table 5 and Appendix B). While it 
would be desirable to contrast subjects who were totally 
abstinent during the entire three month follow-up period 
with subjects who drank during this time, this would 
create an imbalance, with most subjects in the second 
group. Therefore, the present method of handling data 
from the Alcoholism Life Assessment Questionnaire was 
adopted. 
When there was a discrepancy between husband's and 
wife's report of husband's drihking 1 the report indicating 
more drinking was chosen. This was done because of the 
alcoholic's tendency to deny drinking. 
The Social Readjustment Rating Scale (Holmes & Rahe, 
1967) (see Appendix C) consists of a list of stressful life 
events ordered from the most stressful, ''death of a spouse," 
to less debilitating events 1 such as "change in eating 
habits,'' and "minor violations of the law." This scale 
(also referred to as the life stress scale) was developed 
,. 
through research into the effects of stress on physical 
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health. It has been found that individuals whose total 
score for a two year period exceeds a score of 300 have a 
so per cent chance of physical illness within the year. 
scores for the Social Readjustment Rating Scale were ob-
tained by adding up the total points circled (items carry 
different weights, depending on the severity of the stress 
an items produces. 
The tape recorder used was a Wollensak T-1550 twin 
track recorder. Only one track was used for this research. 
Scotch brand magnetic tape, one quarter inch by 1800 feet 
was used. 
Procedure 
The ex11erim;nte1. inttochtced himself: to each potential 
subject and said that he was working with married couples 
at the Center in an attempt to learn more about alcoholism 
and the family. !t was explained that the experimenter 
would talk with the couple to get to know them and then 
ask them to fill out questionnaires, a personality inven-
tory, and take part in a discussion of some stories the 
experimenter would provide, and that thisdiscussi~n would 
be tape recorded. It was explained that the experimenter 
would talk to each spouse at the time of the patient's 
discharge to ask their opinion about how the patient had 
done in treatm~nt. Also, three months after the patient's 
discharge the experimenter would talk to each spouse on the 
phone to find out the patient's condition at that time. 
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Each patient was asked for his home phone number. 
Spouses of those patients who provided their phone number 
were called and asked to come to the Center to take part 
in the project. If the potential subject had no phone, 
he was asked to tell his wife to ca11 the experimenter 
(if she could be contacted). 
Each couple was seen ~ogether to ge~ history da~a 
including age, years married, age at marriage, previous 
marriages, number of children and their ages, education, 
employment, paren~s• ages and city of residence, and num-
ber of brothers and sisters and their ages. 
Following the history interview, each spouse filled 
out the Social neadjustment nating Scale. Husband and 
wife sat across from each other at a desk. hext the cou-
ple was given instructions for the MMPI and began working 
on it. After completing several items; the patient took 
the MMPt to another tooM and continued workin~ on !t while 
the experimenter asked the spouse the questions on the 
~lcoholic Life Adjustment Questionnaire and recorded the 
responses. When this was completed, the co~ple was brought 
together again to complete the Inventory of Marital Con-
flicts. Husband and wife sat at a desk across from each 
other. The male sa~ in front of the desk, but each sat 
in the same kind of chair. This seating arrangement might 
be interpreted as putting the male in a position of more 
control. This was consistent with the Inventory directions 
F 
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which direct the male to record answers which the couple 
jointly agrees on. Thus, while the effect of these fac-
tors did not appear to be great, it might be said that 
the procedure and instrument slightly favored the male. 
The experimenter read the instructions (appendix n) 
to the couple while they read a copy of these instructions. 
It was explained that the Inventory was not developed at 
the Center, but at another facility. The couple was then 
given the individual answer sheets and the stories. An 
8-inch high barrier, consisting of two boxes for the mag-
netic tape, was placed on the desk between the couple so 
that they could not see each other's responses. The in-
dividual part of the Inventory usually took 20 to 30 min-
utes for the couple to complete. Next the experimenter 
read the instructions for the joint part of the Inventory 
while each spouse looked at a copy of these instructions. 
The experimenter then pointed to the answer sheets and 
repeated that there were two things to check off for each 
story--part A and part B. The couple was again urged to 
come to a joint agreement before the husband marked down 
their answer. They were also urged to speak clearly so 
that the tape recorder would pick up their voice. 
The experimenter turned oh the tape tecorder and 
left the room. Before closing the door 1 he listened to 
the discussion of the first story to make sure the couple 
was discussihg both part n and part B, and reminded them 
to do RO if they were not. 
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ns stated in the instructions, the experimenter 
opened the door and gave a 5-minute warning after 25 min-
utes. The door was again opened after 30 minutes, but 3 
more minutes were allowed if the couple was not finished. 
Some of the couples finished the discussioh before the 
time was up. 
After the couple had completed the Inventory, the 
experimenter played back a 30-second segment of their dis-
cussion, randomly selected from among the last few stories. 
Most subjects commehted that their own voice sounded dif-
ferent, but that their spouse sounded the way they always 
do. 
Following this the couple was asked to respond to 
the post Inventory questions (see appendix A) which ask 
how they experienced the procedure. A short discussion 
of the procedure followed. Most couples said they found 
the procedure interesting and helpful. 
Finally, the Alcoholic Life Adjustment Qu~stionnaire 
was completed for the alcoholic patient. The experimenter 
marked down the patient's answers to the questions. The 
patient's spouse finished up the MMP1 in a separate room 
at this time. The patient completed the MHP1 after the 
spouse left. 
" 
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Two days before the patieht's discharge the exper-
imenter asked the patient to give the informatioh on the 
Treatment Record (see appendix D) and the Discharge Rating 
(see appendix E). The experi~enter recorded each patient's 
responses. Each patient's spouse was called on the tele-
phone at that time and asked to respond to the Discharge 
Rating questions. The experimenter recorded the spouse's 
responses. nlso, the patient's counselor was given a Dis-
charge Rating and asked to record his responses to this. 
Three months after the patient's discharge from the 
center, the experimenter called the patient and spouse on 
the telephone. Husband and wife were each asked to respond 
to the items of the Alcoholism Life Assessment Questionnaire. 
After this was completed, the results of the Social Read-
justment Rating Scale, the Inventory Win Score, and the 
MMPI were given to husband and wife separately. If the 
former patient had returned to drinking, he was urged to 
seek further treatment by calling the Center during the 
hours the admission office is open, and also by going to 
Alcoholics Anonymous meetings. 
Data preparation. The procedure and rational for 
handling the data from the Inventory interviews are pre-
sented here. The results of these analysis are presented 
in chapter IV, RESULTS. Three bndergraduate students who 
were naive as to the hypotheses of the study were trained 
to use Olson and Ryder's (1970) ratings for the Inventory. 
, 
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Th experimenter spent 10 hours with the students listen-e 
ing to recordings from the pilot study until it appeared 
that consistent judgments were being made about which 
categories to assign statements to. The students then 
made independent ratings of five of the pilot tapes and 
product-moment correlation coefficients were computed to 
deter.mine if similar judgments were being made by all 
three raters. The two studehts who showed good agree-
ment with each other then rated the 29 tapes in the main 
part of the study. At this point a decision was made 
concerning the manner of combining ratings to make con-
flict indicators. I considered selecting ratings based 
on their face value--ratings that appeared to best rep-
resent marital conflict. Howevert I decided to select 
ratings based on the results of a factor analysis for 
several reasons. Factor analysis is ah efficient method 
of handling large amounts of data. It is a more objective 
method for combining data than the subjective method based 
only on face validity. Alsot while the factor analysis 
reduces the number of analyses that would be required if 
each rating were looked at separately. it increases the 
possibility of deriving meaning from small and perhaps 
trivial bits of behavior. There is one problem with the 
use of the factor analysis in this study. Ideally, a 
larger sample size should be utilized in order to satisfy 
the as~umptions upon which the method of factor analysis 
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is based. However, the problems caused by failure to meet 
these assumptions were judged to be less important than 
the reduction in meaning and efficiency that would obtain 
through not using the f;1ctor analysis. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
Introduction to Results 
Descriptive data for the subjects who participated 
in the research are presented first. These are followed by 
the presentation of the interrater reliability coefficients 
and the factor analysis for the Inventory of Marital Con-
flict variables. Next, the derivation of factor scores 
and description of the resulting factors are presented. 
The major part of this chapter deals with the relationship 
between the factors (conflict indicators) and reports of 
drinking behavior during the three months following dis-
charge. This portion of the analysis is related to Hy-
pothesis 1. The relationship between the factors and 
other life-adjustment indicators is also presented. The 
data are examined to find possible relationships between 
the factors and the descriptive variables. Finally, the 
results for Hypotheses 2, 3, and 4 are presented. 
Descriptive Data for Subjects 
The subjects of this study were 29 alcoholic male 
inpatients at Chicago's Alcoholic Treatment Center and 
their spouses. The descriptive data for these subjects 
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are grouped according to historical variables, descriptive 
categories, variables derived from measures, and treatment 
experiences (see Appendix F, Tables 17-A, 18-A, and 19-A). 
Historical Variables 
~ 
The average age for husbands was 40, and the average 
age for wives was 39. The couples were married an average 
of 13.5 years and had an average of three chi1dreri. The 
hasbands averaged 10.8 years of education and the wives 
11.4 years. The couples had experienced an average of 3.5 
months of marital separation at some time prior to the cur-
rent admission (Table 17-n). 
Descriptive Categories 
Four of the 29 couples were married by common-law. 
About half the men were employed at the time of admission. 
Fifty-five per cent of the wives were employed at the time 
of the husband 1 s admission. Sixty-nine per cent of the men 
were laborers, 24 per cent were tradesmen and the remaining 
6 per cent were professional or owned their own business. 
Seventy-six per cent of the wives had worked as laborers, 
10 per cent in trades, and 14 per cent were never employed. 
Thirty-five per cent of the couples owned their own home, 48 
per cent rented, and 17 per cent lived with family. Forty-
one per cent of the men were born in Illinois, and 59 per 
cent in other states. Slightly more than half the men had 
lost a parent before age 15 due to death or separation. 
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The couples were 69 per cent black and 31 per cent white, 
with no interracial couples. Thirty-six per cent of the 
men had a parent, brother, or sister who was alcoholic 
while 64 per cent reported no alcoholics among these 
relatives. About a third of the men had been married 
previously. About half the men had been treated in in-
patient alcoholism programs previously (Table 18-A). 
Variables Derived From Measures 
~ ~~-
Life stress, as measured by the Social Readjustment 
Rating Scale, was quite high, especially for the husbands. 
The Social Readjustment Rating Scale norms (Appendix C) in-
dicate that subjects with scores exceeding 300 have an 80 
per cent chance of experiencing a major illness during the 
year in which the ratings are obtained. The husband's mean 
score was 331.5, and the wives• 252.8. (See Appendix F, 
Table 17-A for the descriptive statistics for this variable 
as well as those described below.) Husb~nds and wives had 
quite similar scores for the Inventory of Marital Conflict 
Win Scores. The husbands averaged 3.8 Wins, and the wives 
4.6 Wins. These scores are discussed further in the section 
in which results for Hypothesis 2 are presented. Prognosis 
for the husband remaining sober during the three months 
following discharge was rated by husband, spouse, and 
counselor at the time of discharge. sixty-six per 
cent of the husbands rated their prognosis as Very Good, 
p 
59 per cent of the wives rated their husband's prognosis 
as very Good, but only 10 per cent of the counselors 
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rated the husband's prognosis as Very Good. It is clear 
that the husbands were the most optimistic, the counselors 
were the least optimistic, and the wives were in between 
(see Appendix F, Table 18-h). 
Treatment Experiences 
The inpatient treatment program was described in 
Chapter III. The amount of treatment the subjects re-
ceived varied because subjects elected to leave inpatient 
treatment at different points during treatment. Status 
as inpatients was the one factor that all husbands shared 
while in treatment. Relationships between treatment var-
iables and the main variables of interest in this study, 
the factor scores (conflict indicators), are presented in 
a later section. The men attended an average of 15.3 
group therapy sessions, 1.0 Married Men's Group session, 
0.5 Re-Admission Group session, 1.6 Individual Counseling 
sessions, 0.2 Conjoint Marital Therapy session, and 17.3 
Alcoholics Anonymous meetings. The mens' stay in the Cen-
ter ranged from 16 to 49 days, with a mean of 34.l days. 
During the three months following discharge, the men re-
turned to the Center for outpatient Therapy and Alcoholics 
Anonymous meetings an average of 3.2 times. The men re-
ported that during the three months followih~ discharge 
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they attended an average of six Alcoholics Anonymous meet-
Jngs (at the Center or elsewhere), but the wives reported 
that the men attended an average of ohly four Alcoholics 
nnonymous meetings during this time. Only three of the 
wives attehded Alanon meetings during the three months 
following their husband's discharge. Nohe of the men 
received any inpatient treatment for alcoholism during 
the three months following discharge (see Appendix F, 
Table 19-A for a summary of Treatmen~ Experiences). 
Inventory of Marital Conflicts: 
Reliability and Factor Analysis 
The main variables of interest in this study were 
the conflict indicators and the reports of drihking be-
havior after discharge. This ahd the following section 
deal with the derivation of the conflict indicators. 
The Inventory of Marital Conflicts was administered 
to all subject couples as described in chapter III. Ih-
terrater reliabilities were computed for all interview 
variables from ratings made by three raters for five In-
ventory of Marital Conflicts interviews collected in the 
pilot study. These five ihterviews had not been used in 
the raters' training sessions. One of the raters dis-
agreed considerably with the other two, with many inter-
rater correlations below .70. The other two raters 
achieved satisfactory interrater agreement with all but 
8 of the 34 interrater correlations over .80. The 
jP 
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ratings of the interviews used in the analyses presented 
here were done by the two raters who achieved satisfactory 
interrater reliability. Table 1 shows the product-moment 
correlation coefficients for these two raters. 
Each couple received a total score on each of the 
34 variables employed in this study and listed in Table 1. 
These scores were factor analyzed by means of the Statis-
tical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) Program PA2, 
with the Verimax rotation. The initial factor analysis 
identified five factors with an eigen value greater than 
2. 19. A second factor analysis was done, limiting the 
analysis to these first five factors. 
results of the second analysis. 
Table 2 shows the 
Derivation and Meaning of Factor Scores 
Variables were selected for use in computing a fac-
tor score according to the following rules. Variables 
with factor loadings greater than .35 were selected. Var-
iables with unacceptable interrater reliability (shown on 
Table 1) were excluded. Disapproval of other (63) was in-
eluded in Factor IV even though the factor loadings were 
.33 for husbands and .34 for wives. This variable was 
included in Factor IV because it appears to be directly 
related to marital conflict and the values obtained were 
very close to the cutoff scores. 
, 
Table 1 
Interrater Reliabilities for Inventory 
of Marital Conflicts 
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Variable Product-Moment Correlation 
01 Initiation 
09 Noise 
11 Outcome Question 
13 Procedural Question 
14 Rhetorical Question 
22 Content Information 
26 Relevancy Information 
31 Self Di~closure 
34 Partisan Opinion 
44 Reiteration 
51 Outcome Agreement 
52 Process Agreement 
61 Outcome Disagreement 
62 Process Disagreement 
63 Disapproval of Others 
SL Speaks Last 
Int Interrupts 
Husband 
.99 
.93 
.97 
• 8 0 
.90 
.99 
.90 
.99 
.58a 
.94 
.89 
.87 
.94 
. 83 
.92 
.95 
.84 
Wife 
.99 
.89 
.99 
.32a 
-.12a 
.98 
• 8 2 
.99 
. 99 
-.74a 
.49a 
.58a 
.94 
.70a 
1. 00 
.94 
.54a 
aVariables not used in the derivation of factor 
scores because of unacceptable interrater reliability. 
Table 2 1 
Factor Analysis of Interview Variables: Verimax Rotated Factor Matrix 
Variable Factor 
I II III IV v 
H w H w H w H w H w 
01 Initiation . 3 3 -.33 -.35c .35a -.69c .69a -.24 .24 . 0 0 . 0 0 
09 Noise . 2 2 .4la -.04 . 0 2 .17 . 01 .75a .69a . 0 2 -.10 
11 Outcome Question .73a -.19 -.14 -.04 -.01 .76a -.14 .06 -.16 .26 
13 Procedural Question -.08 -.18 .12 . 0 6 . 06 -.09 .26 .27 a -.51 -.02 
14 Rhetorical Question .65a .15 .13 -.04 -.09 .40b .04 -.04 -.10 -.08 
22 Content I"nfo rma ti on .82a .66a .17 .18 -.14 .15 . 0 5 .37a-.07 .09 
26 Relevancy Information .53a .4la -.08 -.14 -.25 -.21 . 0 7 .21 .15 .31 
31 Self Disclosure -.30 . 3 0 .85a -.86c .15 -.14 -.08 . 0 2 -.06 .06 
34 Partisan Opinion .11 .75a b .69 -.18 -.27 . 0 l .39b .18 -.07 . 0 9 
44 Reinteration -.09 . 0 2 .59a . l 0 . 0 0 -.01 . 28 .77b . 0 l -.20 
51 Outcome Agreement .53a .24 -.25 .6lb . 0 7 -.05 .09 . 0 6 .17 .04 
52 Process Agreement .68a .56b -.05 .16 -.20 -.23 . 0 2 -.08 .39a .52b 
V1 
w 
61 
62 
63 
SL 
Int 
Table 2 (Continued) 
Variable Factor 
I II III IV v 
H w H w H w H w H w 
Outcome Disagreement .74a . 0 3 -.21 .83a .08 .24 . 0 0 -.16 -.02 .15 
Process Disagreement .7la .47b 
-.15 .4lb .21 -.20 -.01 -.13 - . 02 .08 
Disapproval of Others .59a .31 .19 -.06 .24 
a 
-.33a -.34a .72 
-.23 . 0 5 
Speaks Last .10 -.08 -.03 . 0 5 -.20 .14 . 07 -.04 -.84c . 81 a 
Interrupts .44a .39b .29 . 2 4 -.07 -.17 .27 . 09 . 0 5 .46b 
aLoading used to calculate a derived score for this factor. 
bLoading not used in factor score because of unacceptable interrater reliability. 
cLoading not used in the factor score because it was inversely related to the 
loading for the spouse. 
U1 
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A factor score was computed for each subject for 
each of the five factors. First,~ scores were computed 
for each subject for each variable by subtracting the 
subject's score on the variable from the mean score for 
that variable and dividing by the standard deviation. 
The factor score was then derived by multiplying the 
z scores by the square of the factor loading for the 
variable. The square of the factor loading is the 
amount of variance accounted for. 
Factor !. Factor I consisted of the 14 variables 
listed in Table 3. The following formula provided a 
Factor I score for each couple: Factor I Score = 
(09-W x .1671)+ (11-H x .S310) + ( 14-H x .423S) + 
(22-H x .6664) + (22-W x .4412) + ( 34-W x .S683) + 
( Sl-H x .2771) + (S2-H x .4606) + (61-H x .736S) + 
(62-H x .5048) + (63-H x .3491) + (Int-H x .1936) + 
(26-H x .2812) + (26-W x .4107), where the 2-digit code 
for the variable represents the z score for the variable 
code, H represents Husband, W represents Wife, and the 
decimal number is the square of the Factor I loading 
(these are rounded to 2 places in Table 2). The re-
sulting Factor 1 scores ranged from -S.32 to 10.77, with 
a mean of 0.0 and a standard deviation of 4.18. 
The interaction represented by Factor I consisted 
mainly of statements by the husband. The wife gives in-
SS 
formation about the couple (26) and about the stories (22), 

, 
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and states an opinion (34). She makes statements that 
cannot be understood (09) because the husband interrupts 
her. The husband asks the wife to give her decision (11), 
states an opinion indirectly with a rhetorical question 
(14), gives information about the stories (22) and about 
the couple (26), disagrees with the wife's decision (61), 
and disagrees with other matters in the process of the 
discussion (62). He then agrees with the wife about her 
decision (51) and agrees with the process of the discus-
sion (52), but ridicules her (63) and interrupts her (Int) 
Table 4 displays statements which would be scored as rep-
resentative of the variables included in Factor I. 
Based on the type of interaction these variables 
suggest, Factor I was labeled "Irritable Husband." 
Factor II. Factor II consisted of the following var-
iables: Wife Initiates (01-W), Self-Disclosure Husband 
(31-H), Reiteration, Husband (44-H), Outcome Disagreement, 
Wife (61-W). The formula for the Factor II was derived in 
the same manner as the formula for Factor I (see Appendix 
G). The resulting Factor II scores ranged from -1. 92 to 
4.43, with a mean of 0.0 and a standard deviation of 1.59. 
The type of interaction represented by Factor II appears to 
be quite open and balanced. The wife begins the discussion, 
the husband gives his opinion, the wife disagrees without 
disguising her opposition, and the husband reiterates his 
position. Factor II was labeled "Open Disagreement." 
Table 4 
Examples of Statements Scored for Items Comprising Factor I (Irritable Husband) 
Variable 
09-W Noise 
11-H Outcome Question 
14-H Rhetorical Question 
22-H Content Information 
22-W Content Information 
26-H Relevancy Information 
26-W Relevancy Information 
34-W Partisan Opinion 
51-H Outcome Agreement 
52-H Process Agreement 
Statement 
(Statements that can not be understood) 
Whose fault do you think it was? 
Shouldn't a man be allowed to watch 
football on Sunday? 
It said the man used the bathroom first. 
It was the man was late. 
Your mother calls you as often as mine. 
You always throw your clothes around at 
home. 
I think the man should take care of the 
car. 
O.K. then, lets say it was the husband's 
fault. 
I'll go along with that idea. 
(J'I 
CXl 
Table 4 (Continued) 
Variable Statement 
61-H Outcome Disagreement 
62-H Process Disagreement 
63-H Disapproval of Others 
Int-H Interrupts 
No, it is not the husband's fault, she 
said she would take care of it. 
No, I wasn't even talking about that 
question. 
You don't know what you're talking about. 
(Breaks in when spouse is speaking) 
\J1 
\J;) 
, 
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Factor III. Factor III consisted of the following 
variables: Initiates, Wife (01-W), Outcome Question, Wife 
(11-W), Disapproval of Others, Wife (63-W). The procedure 
for derivation of the formula for this factor was the same 
as for Factors I and II (see Appendix G). The resulting 
Factor III scores ranged from -1.02 to 4.77, with a mean 
of 0.0 and a standard deviation of 1.20. The following 
are examples of statement which were given Factor III 
weights: (a) "The next story is the one about the wife 
cutting down on her smoking," rated 01-W: (b) "Which do 
you think is the best solution," rated 11-W: (c) "You prob-
ably don't remember it, as usual," rated 63-W. It appears 
that couples with scores above the mean on Factor III were 
couples in which the wife took the lead, prompted the hus-
band to give his opinion, and then ridiculed him. The 
wife did not openly state her opinion or contradict the 
husband directly. Factor III was labeled "Covert Con-
flict: Wife." 
Factor IV. Factor IV consisted of the following 
variables: Noise, Husband (09-H), Noise, Wife (09-W), 
Content Information, Wife (22-W), Disapproval of Others, 
Husband (63-H), Disapproval of Others, Wife (63-W). The 
procedure for derivation of the formula for the Factor IV 
score was the same as for the preceding factors (see 
Appendix G). The resulting Factor IV scores ranged from 
-1.00 to 4.66, with a mean of 0.0 and a standard devia-
'· tion of 1.09. High scores on this factor represc~~ 
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interactions in which the husband and wife talk at the same 
time, the wife asks about the content of the stories, but 
both refrain from ridiculing each other (note that 63-W 
and 63-H have negative factor loadings). Factor IV and 
Factor V were not labeled because of the lack of a clearly 
appropriate label. 
Factor V. Factor V consisted of the following var-
iables: Procedural Question, Husband (13-H), Process 
Agreement, Husband (52-H) 1 and Speaks Last, Wife (SL-W). 
The procedure for the derivation of the formula for the 
Factor V score was the same as for the preceding factors 
(see Appendix G). The resulting Factor V scores ranged 
from -2.19 to 1.23, with a mean of 0.0 and a standard de-
viation of 0.84. The interaction represented by Factor V 
might be characterized by dominance of the wife. The hus-
band asks the wife how to proceed, agrees with her sugges-
tion, and the wife speaks last. 
Factor Scores, Reported Drinking Behavior, 
and Other Life Adjustment Indicators 
Table 5 presents data on the couples' reports of 
drinking and other life experiences during the three months 
following discharge. As was stated in Chapter III, in 
cases where there were discrepancies between husband's and 
wife's report of husband's drinking, the report suggesting 
more drinking was accepted. 
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Table 5 
Reported Drinking Behavior and Life Adjustment Indicators 
Variable Status N Per Cent 
Reported Drlnking None 7 24 
During Three Months Occasional tJight 
Following Discharge Drinking 0 0 
Llght Two Days 
Per Week 3 10 
One or Two Sllps 3 10 
Heavy one or Two 
Times/Week 0 0 
Heavy Every Day 14 48 
Blnges 2 7 
Reported Drinking None 10 35 
During the Two Weeks Occasional Light 0 0 
Preceding the Follow- Light ·rwo Days 
up Per Week 2 7 
One or Two Slips 3 10 
Heavy One or Two 
Times/Week 0 0 
Jteavy Every Day 13 45 
Binges 1 3 
Length of Time 0 to 2 Weeks 21 72 
since Last Drink 3 to 5 Weeks 1 3 
6 to 8 Weeks 0 0 
9 to 11 Weeks 0 0 
12 to 14 Weeks 0 0 
Before Admission 7 24 
Longest Period 0 to 2 Weeks 9 31 
Without a Drink 3 to 5 Weeks 10 35 
netween Discharge 
and Follow-up 6 to 8 Weeks 1 3 
9 to 11 Weeks 2 7 
12 to 14 Weeks 7 24 
Table 5 (Continued) 
Variable Status 
Drinking Interfering Yes 
With Responsibilities 
At Follow-up, Reported No 
by Husband or Wife 
Husband's Hours on Job Less than 20/Week 
Since Discharge, More than 20/Week 
Reported by Wife 
Husband's Monthly Less than $337 
Income Since More than $337 
Discharge 
Wife's Monthly Less than $350 
Income Since More than $350 
Discharge 
Husband's Satisfaction Very Good 
With Life at Followup Good 
Fair 
Bad 
Wife's Estimate of Very Good 
Husband's Satisfaction Good 
With Life at Follow-up Fair 
Bad 
Relationship With Wife Very Good 
Since Discharge, as Good 
Rated by Husband Fair 
Bad 
Relationship with Very Good 
Husband Since Discharge, Good 
as Rated by Wife Fair 
Bad 
N Per 
14 
15 
14 
15 
14 
15 
15 
14 
11 
4 
6 
6 
5 
9 
7 
7 
13 
5 
7 
2 
7 
7 
7 
7 
63 
Cent 
48 
52 
48 
52 
48 
52 
52 
48 
38 
14 
21 
21 
17 
31 
24 
24 
45 
17 
24 
7 
24 
24 
24 
24 
I 
i·.,.1' 
11·1 
I.' 
·11: 
'Ii 
I' 
1,[ 
,II 
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Most of the men (76 per cent) used alcohol to a cer-
tain extent during the follow-up period, but somewhat fewer 
(65 per cent) reported drinking in the two weeks prior to 
the follow-up. About half the couples reported that the 
husband was drinking daily during the three-month follow-up 
period and during the two weeks preceding the follow-up. 
There is a slight discrepancy between two of the summaries 
of the men's drinking behavior. Ten couples agreed that 
the husband had not been drinking during the two weeks pre-
ceding the follow-up. However, when asked about the length 
of time since the husband's last drink 21 couples reported 
that the husband had been drinking within two weeks (thus 
two couples were not consistent in their response to these 
two questions). 
While most of the men used alcohol during the follow-
up period, 20 of the men were able to stay sober for longer 
than two weeks at some time during the follow-up period 
(10 of these men were sober for three to five weeks and 
the others longer). About half the couples reported that 
the llusband's drinkin~ was interfering with the performance 
of hi!': responsibilities at the time of t:he follow-up (see 
Table 5 for these and other life-adjustment indicators). 
!!_y_Eot l!_es is _!_ 
l\s noted in Chapter III, llypot:hesis 1 st:at:es that 
the quality of each couple's interaction as assessed by 
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the Inventory of Marital Conflicts is related to reports 
of post treatment drinking by the alcoholic. More specif-
ically, it is predicted that in couples where the interac-
tion is marked by conflict and lack of mutual support, the 
alcoholic husband drinks more after treatment than in cou-
ples where the interaction is less conflictual and more 
mutually supportive. To convert this hypothesis to oper-
ational terms, high scores on Factors I, III, IV, and V 
were considered indicators of conflict and lack of ciutual 
support, while low scores on Factor II suggest conflict 
and lack of mutual support. 
Factors I and III were found to be related to reports 
of drinking behavior after discharge. These are discussed 
first, followed by Factors II, IV, and V which are not re-
lated to drinking behavior. 
Factor I. 
Factor I, Irritable Husband, appeared to represent 
the conflict and lack of mutual support described in Hy-
pothesis 1. To test this hypothesis, couples were divided 
into two groups based on Factor I scores. One group con-
sisted of the 15 couples below the median of -1.08. The 
other group consisted of the 14 couples with scores above 
the median. Table 6 presents four measures of reported 
drinkJng behavior for groups high and low on Factor I. 
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Table 6 
Drinking Patterns Reported at the Three-Month Follow-Up 
and Relationships With Factor I 
Time Period Drinking Behavior Factor I Fisher's 
Low High 
Three months following No or Light 8 2 • 0 3 
Discharge Heavy 7 12 
Two weeks preceding No or Light 9 3 
Follow-Up Heavy 6 11 .04 
Time since last drink o--5 weeks 9 13 
6-12 weeks 6 1 • 0 5 
Longest period without 0--5 weeks 8 11 
a drink 6-12 weeks 7 3 .15 
N = 29 
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subjects were divided into two groups based on the reports 
of drinking behavior where none, occasional light and light 
two days per week were classified as "no or light drinking" 
and other reports (see Table 5) as heavy drinking. The re-
sults are consistent with the prediction made in Hypothesis 
1. Three of the four measures reached the .05 level of sig-
nificance. Fisher's Exact Test, which gives the probability 
of results occurring by chance, is reported in Table 6. Hus-
bands in couples with Factor I scores above the median did 
more drinking during the follow-up period than husbands in 
couples with Factor I scores below the median. Similar re-
sults were found for the two weeks preceding the follow-up. 
Also, husbands in couples with Factor I scores above the 
median reported more recent drinking than husbands in cou-
ples with Factor I scores below the median. While the same 
trend was obtained for the longest period without a drink 
between discharge and follow-up Fisher's Exact Test did not 
reach the .OS level (see Table 6). It is clear from these 
measures that high scores on the Irritable Husband factor 
(as opposed to low scores) were associated with reports of 
heavy drinking following discharge. 
Factor I and additional life adjustment indicators. 
Table 7 shows three indicators which tend to support the 
results described above. Couples high on Factor I reported 
that the husband's drinking was interfering with his per-
formance of his responsibilities at the time of the 
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Table 7 
Factor I (Irritable Husband) and Additional 
Life Adjustment Indicators 
Variable Fisher's Exact Test 
Drinking Interfering with 
Responsibilities at Follow-
up (reported by Husband or 
Wife) 
Husband's Hours on the Job 
Since Discharge 
Husband's Monthly Income 
Since Discharge 
Wife's Monthly Income Since 
Discharge (of husband) 
Husband's Satisfaction with 
Life at Follow-up 
Wife's Estimate of Husband's 
Satisfaction with Life 
at Follow-up 
Relationship with Wife Since 
Discharge (rated by Husband) 
Relationship with Husband Since 
Discharge (rated by Wife) 
.002 
• 1 7 
• 4 2 
. 58 
. 09 
1. 00 
.04 
. 35 
follow-up (Fisher 1 s Exact Test = .002). 
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Also, high Factor 
I men reported less satisfaction with the marital relation-
ship since discharge than did low Factor I men (Fisher's 
Exact Test= .04). Husband's satisfaction with life at 
follow-up showed similar trends, but did not reach the .05 
level of significance. Factor I, which was significantly 
related to abstinence, was not related to employment or 
income variables. 
Factor III. 
Factor III, Covert Conflict: Wife, also appears to 
represent the conflict and lack of mutual support described 
in llypothesis 1. Couples were igain divided into two groups 
based on Factor III scores. One group consisted of the 13 
couples below the median of -o.47. The other group con-
sisted of the 16 couples above the median. Table B pre-
sents the reported drinking behavior for couples high and 
low on Factor Ill. The results are consistent with the 
prediction made in Hypothesis 1. Couples high on Factor 
III reported heavy drinking more often than couples low on 
Factor III during the follow-up period, but the trend did 
not reach the .OS level of significance (Fisher's Exact 
Test= .21). High Factor lII couples repotted heavy drink-
ing for the husband more often than low tactor III couples 
for the period two weeks preceding the follow-up, and this 
finding was significant at the .OS level. Almost all of 
jP 
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Table 8 
Drinking Patterns Reported at the Three-Month 
Follo~-up and Relationships With Factor III 
Time Period Drinking Behavior Factor III 
Low High 
Three months fol- No or Light 
lowing discharge Heavy 
6 4 
7 12 
TWO weeks pre- No or Light 
ceding follow-up Heavy 
8 4 
5 12 
Time since last o--5 weeks 
drlnk 6-12 weeks 
8 14 
5 2 
Longest period 0--5 weeks 
without a drink 6-12 weeks 
5 14 
8 2 
N = 29 
Fisher's 
Exact Test 
.21 
• 0 5 
. 1 2 
. 01 
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the 16 husbands of couples high on Factor III reported 
drinking within five weeks of the follow-up, but the oppo-
site did not hold true for low Factor III couples (Fisher's 
Exact Test = .12). In high Factor III couples, reports 
of sober periods for the men were of shorter duration than 
in low Factor III couples (Fisher's Exact Test= .01). 
While these results are somewhat less conclusive than the 
results for Factor I, they tend to be consistent with the 
prediction made in Hypothesis 1. 
Factor III and additional life adjustment indicators. 
Table 9 shows that none of the additional life adjustment 
indicators was significant at the .05 level. However, two 
of these indicators, wife's estimate of husband's satisfac-
tion with life at the follow-up and relationship with hus-
band since discharge as rated by wife, fell between the 
.05 and the .10 level. The trend on these indicators was 
for less satisfaction among high Factor III couples. 
Other Factors 
As mentioned previously, the remaining factors were 
not related to reports of drinking behavior during the 
follow-up period. Results for these factors are reported 
because these factors were judged to be relevant to the 
prediction made in Hypothesis 1. 
Factor II. Factor II, Open Disagreement, lacks more 
of the subtle ridicule found in the previous two factors. 
11: 
11' : ~ 
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Table 9 
Factor III (Covert Conflict-Wife) and ndditional 
Life ndjustrnent Indicators 
Variable Fisher's Exact Test 
Drinking Interfering with 
Responsibilities at Follow-
up, Reported by Uu~band or 
Wife 
!ht sba nd' s !lours on the Job 
Since Discharge 
Husband's Monthly Income 
Since Discharge 
Wife's Monthly Income 
Since Discharge 
Husband's Satisfctction with 
Life at Follow-up 
Wife's Estimate of Husbctnd's 
Satisfaction with Life 
at Follow-up 
Relationship with Wife Since 
Discharge (Rated by Husbahd) 
Relationship with Husband 
Since Discharge (Rated by 
Wife) 
. 28 
.28 
.28 
.57 
. 55 
.06 
1. 00 
• 06 
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Therefore, one might expect that high scores on Factor II 
would be associated with abstinence during the follow-up 
period. As with the prior analysis, couples were divided 
into two groups based on Factor II scores, (15 couples 
with scores below the median of -0.20, 14 couples with 
scores above the median). Table 10 presents the reported 
drinking behavior of husbands for couples high and low on 
Factor II. None of these relationships was significant at 
the .05 level. 
Factor IV. Based on the composition of this factor, 
one might expect high scores would be associated with 
drinking after treatment. As with the prior analyses, 
couples were divided into two groups based on Factor IV 
scores, (14 couples with scores below the median of -0.39, 
15 couples with scores above the median). Table 11 pre-
sents the reported drinking behavior for couples high and 
low on Factor IV. None of these relationships was signif-
icant at the .05 level. 
Factor v. Based on the composition of this factor 
one might expect that high scores would be associated with 
drinking after treatment. couples were divided· into two 
groups based on Factor V scores (14 couples with scores 
below the median of 0.09, 15 couples with scores above the 
median). Table 12 presents the reported drinking behavior 
for couples high and low on Factor V. None of these rela-
tionships was significant at the .05 level. 
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Table 10 
Drinking Patterns Reported at the Three-Month 
Follow-up and Relationships With Factor II 
Fisher's 
Time Period Drinking Behavior Factor II Exact Test 
Low High 
Three months fol- No or Light 5 5 
lowing discharge Heavy 10 9 . 6 0 
Two weeks pre- No or Light 6 6 
ceding follow-up Heavy 9 8 . 59 
Times since 0--5 weeks 12 10 
last drink 6-12 weeks 3 4 .46 
Longest period o--5 weeks 11 8 
without a drink 6-12 weeks 4 6 .30 
N = 29 
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Table 11 
Drinking Patterns Reported at the Three-Month 
Follow-up and Relationships With Factor IV 
Time Period Drinking Behavior Factor IV 
Low High 
Three months fol- No or Light 3 7 
lowing discharge Heavy 11 8 
Two weeks pre- No or Light 5 7 
ceding follow-up Heavy 9 8 
Time since 0--5 weeks 11 11 
last drink 6-12 weeks 3 4 
Longest period 0--5 weeks 9 10 
without a drink 6-12 weeks 5 5 
N = 29 
Fisher's 
Exact Test 
. 15 
.41 
.54 
.60 
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Table 12 
Drinking Patterns Reported at the Three-Month 
Follow-up and Relationships With Factor v 
Time Period Drinking Behavior Factor v 
Low High 
5 5 
9 10 
Three months fol- No or Light 
lowing discharge Heavy 
5 7 
9 8 
Two weeks pre- No or Light 
ceding follow-up Heavy 
11 11 
3 4 
Time since 0--5 weeks 
last drink 6-12 weeks 
11 8 
3 7 
Longest period 0--5 weeks 
without a drink 6-12 weeks 
N 29 
Fisher's 
Exact Test 
• 60 
.41 
.54 
.15 
Factor Scores and Descriptive Variables 
In order to further elaborate the meaning of the 
two factors which were found to be related to drinking 
behavior prior to the follow-up, the data were examined 
to determine what other trends might be found. Because 
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of the data-scanning nature of this search, all relation-
ships significant at the .10 level were noted. 
Factor I. Tables 13 through 15 show the following 
trends for Factor I. High Factor I couples had fewer 
children than low Factor I couples. High Factor I men 
were more often born in Illinois while low Factor I men 
were more often born in other states (Fisher's Exact Test 
= • 02). High Factor I couples took part in the research 
several days later than low Factor I couples (Fisher's 
Exact Test= .05). 
Several things might explain this. These couples 
may have been less cooperative, putting off the exper-
imenter's request for an appointment as long as possible. 
It is also possible that the husbands changed during the 
second week of treatment and began to behave more like 
an "irritable husband," thus obtaining higher Fa~tor I 
scores. The experimenter chooses the former explanation 
because the patterns of interaction measured by Factor I 
appear to be long standing patterns, and also because the 
same result was not found with Factor III, which also was 
found to be related to treatment outcome. 
Table 13 
Factors I and III, and Descriptive 
Information for Subjects 
Variable 
Historical Variables 
Age, Husband 
Age, Wife 
Years Married 
Age Married, Husband 
Age Married, Wife 
Children 
Length of Marital Separation 
Education, Husband 
Education, Wife 
Siblings, Husband 
Variables Derived from Measures 
Life Stress, Husband 
Life stress, Wife 
Win Score, Husband 
Win Score, Wife 
Deadlocks in Discussion 
Fisher's 
Factor I 
. 4 3 
. 57 
. 4 2 
.59 
.58 
.10 
.39 
.17 
.56 
.46 
. 4 2 
. 29 
.28 
. 4 2 
.64 
Exact Test 
Factor III 
.40 
. 4 0 
.28 
.54 
.18 
.18 
.62 
.09 
. 3 3 
.37 
. 2 8 
.28 
. 4 0 
. 0 9 
.44 
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Table 14 
Factors I and III, and Descriptive Categories 
Variable Fisher's Exact Test 
Factor I Factor III 
Marital Status 
Employment, Husband 
Employment, Wife 
Type of Employment, Husband 
Type of Employment, Wife 
(Past or Present) 
Residence Arrangement 
Birthplace, Husband 
Loss of Parent in Childhood, Husband 
Race of Couple 
Alcoholic in Husband's Family 
Husband Married Previously 
Husband Treated Previously 
Prognosis at Discharge by Husband 
Prognosis at Discharge by Wife 
Prognosis at Discharge by Couselor 
• 27 • 0 3 
.29 .57 
• 4 3 . 4 0 
.64 • 0 3 
.19 .64 
. 14 1. 00 
• 0 2 • 5 4 
.18 • 0 2 
.45 .35 
.65 .44 
.56 .64 
• 4 0 .37 
. 06 .60 
• 5 4 . 19 
.64 .64 
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Table 15 
Factors I and III, and Treatment Experiences for Subjects 
Variable 
Inpatient Treatment 
Group Therapy Sessions 
Married Men's Group 
Re-Admission Group 
Individual Counseling Sessions 
A.A. Meetings 
Days in Center 
Days Between Admission and 
Tape Recording 
Days Between Tape Recording 
and Discharge 
Conjoint Marital Therapy Sessions 
Fisher's Exact Test 
Factor I Factor III 
. 2 9 .57 
.54 .07 
.67 .62 
.57 .60 
. 4 3 . 31 
. 42 .28 
.05 . 40 
.58 . 4 3 
. 29 .44 
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Table 15 (Continued) 
Variable Fisher's Exact Test 
Aftercare Treatment 
Outpatient Therapy and AA 
Meetings at Center Attended 
by Husband, as Reported 
by Husband 
Outpatient Therapy and A.A. 
Meetings at Center Attended 
by Husband, as Reported 
by Wife 
A.A. Meetings Attended by 
Husband (including those 
at Center), as Reported 
by Husband 
A.A. Meetings Attended by 
Husband (including those 
at Center), as Reported 
by Wife 
Factor I Factor III 
.17 .18 
.57 . 31 
. 4 0 • 2 0 
. 10 • 26 
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A trend was found toward less attendance at Alcohol-
ics Anonymous meetings following discharge by high Factor I 
men (Fisher's Exact Test= .10). High Factor I men were 
overconfident at the time of discharge rating their chances 
for sobriety as Very Good (Fisher's Exact Test= .06). Only 
two scales on the MMPI were found to differ significantly 
at the .10 level when couples high and low on Factor I were 
compared. Husbands who scored low on Factor I had a mean 
score of 25.1 on Scale 4, Pd (a scale related to impulsive, 
nonconformist behavior), of the MMPI, and husbands high on 
Factor I had a mean score of 28.2 on Scale 4, ~(26) = 1.78, 
£ = .09 (two-tailed test). Husbands low on Factor I had a 
mean score of 21.3 on Scale 9, Ma of the MMPI. Husbands 
high on Factor I had a mean score of 24.9, ~ (26) = 2.11, 
E = .05 (two-tailed test). None of the MMPI mean scores 
differed significantly for the women. The husbands' MMPI 
scores suggest that husbands high on Factor I were slightly 
more impulsive and nonconformist than husbands low on Fae-
tor I (see Appendix H for MMPI profiles). 
To summarize, the high Factor I men differed from 
low Factor I men (£ ~ .10) in the following ways. High 
·Factor I men were more likely to drink heavily during the 
follow-up period, had fewer children, were born in Illinois, 
were more impulsive and nonconfirmist, were overconfident 
at the time of discharge, were less likely to attend Alco-
holies Anonymous meetings during the follow-up period, 
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were unable to attend to responsibilities during the fol-
low-up period because of drinking, and were not satisfied 
with their life in general or their marital relationship 
at the time of the follow-up. On the other hand, the cou-
ples did not differ on most of the identifying and treat-
ment variables presented above with the exception of days 
between admission and tape recording, which was discussed 
above. This excludes the interpretation that the differ-
ences in interaction observed might be attributed to ex-
perimental artifact or sampling bias. 
Factor III. Tables 13 through 15 show the following 
trends for Factor III. A trend of fewer years of education 
for husbands in couples with high Factor III scores was 
found. Wives in couples above the median on Factor III 
had a higher Win Score for the Inventory of Marital Conflict. 
All four of the couples who were common-law rather than 
legally married were below the median on Factor III. Hus-
bands above the median on Factor III were more likely to 
be laborers rather than tradesmen. In couples above the 
median on Factor III the husbands had a greater incidence 
of parent loss due to separation or death. More-husbands 
above the median on Factor III attended more than one mar-
ried men's group sessions. This might be due to a greater 
perceived need for professional help with their marriage. 
In couples above the median on Factor III, wives were more 
likely to say they thought their husbands were dissatisfied 
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with life at the time of the follow-up. In couples above 
the median on Factor III the wives were more likely to be 
dissatisfied with their marital relationship at the time 
of follow-up. 
Only two scales on the MMPI were found to differ at 
the .10 level when couples high and low on Factor III were 
compared. Husbands low on Factor III had a mean score of 
24.6 on Scale 5 (Mf) of the MMPI. Husbands high on Factor 
III had a mean score of 21.6 on Scale 5, ~ (22) = 1.80, 
E = .09. Thus husbands high on Factor III had interests 
that were less aesthetic or "cultural" than low Factor III 
men. Wives in couples low on Factor III had a mean score 
of 20.9 on Scale 9 (Ma) (a scale suggesting impulsive, 
energetic behavior) of the MMPI. Wives in couples high 
on Factor III had a mean score of 17.60 on Scale 9, ~ (25) 
= 2.71, E = .01. Thus wives in couples high on Factor III 
were less active and energetic than wives in couples low 
on Factor III. 
To summarize, the high Factor III couples differed 
from the low Factor III couples in the following ways. 
High Factor III men were more likely to drink heavily 
during the follow-up period, had fewer years of education, 
were more likely to be laborers rather than tradesmen, had 
interests that were less aesthetic or cultural, had a 
greater incidence of parental loss in childhood, were 
legally married rather than common-law, and attended more 
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married men's group sessions. Wives of high Factor III 
couples differed from those of lo~ Factor III couples in 
that they were less active and energetic (but achieved 
higher Win scores), perceived their husbands as dissatis-
fied with life at the time of the follow-up, and were them-
selves dissatisfied with their marital relationship during 
the three months after discharge from the Center. 
Other Factors. Table 16 shows the relationship of 
variables significantly related to Factor I or III ~ith 
Factors II, IV, and V. Only two significant relationships 
occurred, thus these factors appeared to be relatively in-
dependent of each other. This was expected since the Ver-
imax rotation in the factor analysis produces independent 
factors. 
other Hypotheses 
Hypothesis ~ 
Hypothesis 2 stated that the Inventory of Marital 
Conflicts Win score is the same for husbands and wives. 
This hypothesis was confirmed. The mean Win score for 
husbands was 3.8, the mean win score for wives was 4.6, 
t ( 2 8) = 1 . 1 7 , E. = • 2 7 (two ta i 1 e d test) . 
Hypothesis l 
Hypothesis 3 stated that alcoholics use "less direct" 
means of persuading their partner than the partner will 
Table 16 
Variables Significant at the Ten Percent Level on Factors I or III 
Compared With the Same Variables on Factors II, IV, and V 
Variables Factor I Factor III Factor II Factor IV 
Marital Status .27 . 0 3 * . 3 3 .33 
* Children 
.10 . 1 8 .17 .58 
Type of Employment, Husband .64 * . 0 3 . 2 2 .45 
Education, Husband .17 .09* .58 .58 
Birthplace, Husband . 0 2 * .54 . 3 0 . 59 
Loss of Parent in Childhood, 
Husband 
.18 .02* .43 .43 
Win Score, Wife 
.42 .09* .58 .58 
Married Men's Group Sessions .54 .01* . 27 .54 
Days Between Admission and 
* Tape Record~ng . 0 5 .40 . 28 . 5 7 
Husband's Attendance at A.A. 
Since Discharge, reported by 
Wife 
Factor 
. 3 3 
.58 
. 3 0 
.42 
.16 
.57 
. 42 
. 0 3 
.43 
v 
* 
00 
(j'\ 
Table 16 (Continued) 
Variables Factor I Factor III Factor 
Prognosis at Discharge, 
Rated by Husband .06* 
. 6 0 . 26 
Drinking Interfering With 
Responsibilities, reported 
by Either Husband or Wife 
* at Follow-Up .002 .28 . 1 7 
Husband's Satisfaction With 
Life at the Time of 
Follow-Up .09* 
.SS .S8 
Wife's Estimate of Husband's 
Satisfaction With Life at 
* the Time of Follow-Up 1. 00 .06 .so 
Relationship With Wife Since 
* Discharge, as Rated by Husband . 0 4 1. 0 0 .07 
Relationship With Husband 
Since Discharge 
.3S .06 * . 50 
* Significant at .10 level, based on Fisher's Exact Test. 
II Factor 
. 5 0 
.58 
.26 
. 1 3 
* 1. 00 
1. 0 0 
IV Factor V 
.so 
.58 
.Sa 
. 5 0 
.44 
. 5 0 
00 
-...J 
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use. Rather than state and restate their choice and 
supporting reasons openly, alcoholics will read from and 
quote the stories, ask rhetorical questions, and add con-
tent to the stories to a greater degree than their partner 
does. The one comparison that was significant for this 
hypothesis was for the rating Content Information. Hus-
bands (22-H) had a mean of 12.3, Wives (22-W) had a mean 
of 9.4, ! (28) = 2.21, ,e_ = .04. Husbands tended to ask 
more Outcome Questions (11-H) mean = 5.9, than wives 
(11-W) mean = 3.8. However, this difference was not 
significant at the .05 level, as! (28) = 1.20, ,e_ = .24. 
Procedural Question: Wife (13-W) and Rhetorical Ques-
tion: Wife (14-W) had very low interrater reliability 
and so were not used in this analysis. 
Hypothesis !· In couples marked by less "open" 
communication (fewer direct statements or urging of choice) 
the husbands drink more than in couples who use a more di-
rect style of communication. There was some support for 
this hypothesis. As noted for Factor I (Irritable Husband), 
the husband disagrees with his wife, but rather than hold 
to his position he agrees with her decision and then rid-
icules her. In Factor III (covert Conflict-Wife) there 
is an absence of direct arguing about the decision, but 
the wife ridicules the husband. Both of these factors 
were related to greater reports of drinking behavior. 
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However Factor II, which was judged to represent open com-
munication and might have contributed support to this hy-
pothesis was not related to drinking behavior. 
Additional~ Scanning. No consistent differences 
were found for socio-economic status. For Factor I, high 
and low conflict couples did not differ significantly on 
education, income, or type of work. However, husbands in 
couples with high scores on Factor III had fewer years of 
education and were more likely to be laborers than hus-
bands in couples with low scores on Factor III. 
Wives did not differ on Scale 4 (scale suggesting 
impulsive, nonconformist behavior) for either Factor I 
or Factor III. Wives did not differ on Scale 9 (scale 
suggesting impulsive energetic behavior) for Factor I. 
Wives in couples high on Factor III were less impulsive 
and energetic than wives in couples low on Factor III. 
Also, husbands who were high on Factor I were more im-
pulsive (Scales 4 and 9) and nonconformist (Scale 4) 
than were husbands low on Factor I. 
CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION 
The main contribution of this study to the literature 
in the field of alcoholism and marriage is the demonstration 
of the feasibility of utilizing behavioral measures of mar-
ital interaction to examine the relationship between marital 
factors and relevant variables relating to drinking behav-
ior. 
There are a number of advantages to using behavioral 
measures (Olson, 19691 Jacob, 1975). An important advan-
tage is the fact that such measures minimize the influence 
of observer and respondent bias. In addition, the judges 
listening to the tape recorded interviews were unaware of 
the experimental hypotheses, had no knowledge about the 
characteristics of the subject other than the fact that 
the men were in treatment for alcoholism, and had no knowl-
edge about the subjects' behavior during the follow-up 
period. 
Another advantage of the method of assessing inter-
action employed in this study is the efficiency achieved 
through use of the factor analysis. The factor analysis 
reduced the 34 discrete ratings to five conflict indi-
cators, the five factors. Although it is recognized that 
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such factors are constructs derived statistically to or-
ganize the data, the use of these factors greatly reduced 
the number of analyses that would have been required had 
each of the ratings been examined independently and in-
creased the possibility of deriving meaning from otherwise 
small and perhaps trivial bits of behavior. 
Mishler and Waxler (1975) have pointed out a possi-
ble problem with methods such as the Inventory employed 
in this study. They question the assumption that summing 
the frequency of occurrence of a variable over an entire 
interview period provides a valid representation of the 
interaction process. As an alternative they proposed a 
method called the "Moving window." This is a time sam-
pling procedure which yields a score for statements 1 
to 50, 2 to 51, and so on. Each sample differs by only 
one statement. Such a method was devised because of 
negative results with procedures similar to those used 
in the present study. The advantage of such a procedure 
is that it provides the opportunity to examine the sequen-
tial patterning of interaction rather than representing 
the interaction by a single score. 
Although neither the present study nor Mishler and 
Waxler's demonstrate definiti~ely the validity of the 
methods of representing interaction, both appear to be 
tapping behavior that tends to recur and is relevant to 
interesting theoretical constructs and independent reports 
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of behavior. Further research might test the assumption 
that summed scores are valid indicators of interaction. 
Another advantage of the method employed is that 
the Inventory of Marital Conflicts (Olson & Ryder, 1970) 
was developed with nonalcoholic couples, and thus it is 
possible to compare results obtained with alcoholic cou-
ples (couples with a male alcoholic) to the general popu-
lation of married couples. This is in keeping with the 
recommendation of Orford (1975) that researchers inves-
tigating marriages with an alcoholic member take note of 
the vast literature on other troubled marriages. It seems 
likely that alcoholics' marriages do not differ signif-
icantly from other problematic marriages (Orford, 1975). 
Another advantage of the behavioral measure used 
in this study is the possibility of predictive clinical 
application with patients. As was stated in Chapter II, 
clinicians are advocating family involvement in alcohol-
ics' treatment (Cantanzaro ~ ~· 1973; Finlay, 1974: 
Cadogan, 1973). Development and refinement of the method 
employed in this study might provide a means of identify-
ing the couples who would benefit most from jGint treat-
ment. The identification of a factor which weighed 
heavily on the husband's statements (Factor I) and another 
which weighed heavily on the wife's statements (Factor III) 
suggests that treatment might even focus on one spouse or 
the other rather than the couple. The measure employed 
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might be improved by examining reasons for poor interrater 
agreement on many of the ratings of wife's statements. 
Determining the reason for this might further elucidate 
the process of interaction observed. 
Some interesting inconsistencies were found in this 
study. The conflict indicators, as represented by the 
factor scores, were found to be related to reports of 
drinking behavior. In addition, subjective measures of 
satisfaction were related to the conflict indicators. 
However, commonly used indicators of adjustment such as 
employment and income were not related. Additional re-
search might further examine the relationship among meas-
ures of life adjustment. Different relationships among 
these variables might be found during different time 
periods. Drinking during the first three months after 
treatment might not interfere with employment as much as 
drinking at six months or a year after treatment, at which 
time the effects of extended drinking might "catch up." 
Objective measures of drinking behavior would greatly 
enhance the validity of this type of research. However, 
such measures would be difficult to develop because of 
the practical problems involved. Even if objective and 
reliable observers could be with the subject 24 hours per 
day, they would still have to deal with the alcoholic's 
tendency to procure and consume alcohol in ways that are 
difficult to detect. The problem of the observer influencing 
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the behavior observed would remain (subjects in the present 
study were quite conscious they were being observed, and 
this probably had some effect on their behavior). 
As with any research, there are limitations to the 
generalizability of these findings. The subjects were 
mainly working class, or "blue collar," and the majority 
was black. Slightly more than half the subjects were 
born outside Illinois (suggesting a rural or smaller 
city population) and the remainder were born in Illinois 
(mainly in Chicago). These facts should be recalled when 
these findings are applied to different populations. Be-
fore such applications are made, other populations should 
be studied. Because all the assumptions upon which factor 
analysis is based were not met, it would be valuable to 
replicate the factor analysis with a larger number of 
subjects. Also, it would be valuable to replicate this 
study with female alcoholics and their spouses, outpatients, 
subjects of higher socio-economic status, and predominantly 
white subjects. Concerning race, it is interesting to note 
that no differences were found between black and white sub-
jects on the conflict indicators. This negative finding 
is relevant because of the importance attributed to this 
variable by researchers and the general public in recent 
years, leaving one with the impression that there are al-
ways differences on this variable. 
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If this study has an impact on research on alcohol-
ism and marriage it may be to continue the trend toward 
less simple explanations of the relationship between mar-
ital interaction and drinking behavior (Edwards, Harvey, 
& Whitehead, 1973). Alcoholic marriages, as seen in this 
study, are characterized by more than one type of interac-
tion. A variety of patterns of interaction may be related 
to drinking behavior, and it is possible that none of these 
patterns are limited to alcoholic couples only: in nonalco-
holic marriages such patterns of interaction might be re-
lated to other problem behaviors. 
It may be profitable to turn to the processes through 
which styles of relating are acquired early in life to bet-
ter understand the relationship between conflict and drink-
ing behavior. As stated in Chapter IV, slightly more than 
half the men in the present study had lost a parent before 
the age of 15. This variable, loss of parent in childhood, 
was significantly related (at the .02 level) to marital 
conflict as defined by high scores on Factor III. Bowlby 
(1969, 1973) has authored a two volume work on Attachment 
and Loss in which he describes in careful detail the proc-
esses through which humans and animals establish and main-
tain contact with each other. Feedback systems and other 
computer based mechanisms are used to illustrate instinc-
tual behavior, which he viewed as the basis of the estab-
lishment of attachment and relationships. Further 
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investigation along these lines (including longitudinal 
research) may be helpful in elucidating the processes of 
human interaction. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY 
The purpose of the study was to further develop a 
behavioral method of assessing marital interaction and to 
apply this method in order to assess the relationship be-
tween marital interaction and drinking behavior and other 
indicators of life adjustment following treatment for al-
coholism. 
A review of the literature showed that mental health 
professionals working in the field of alcoholism accept the 
premise that marital conflict and failure to maintain sobri-
ety are related. Family involvement, including group ther-
apy for wives of male alcoholics has been advocated by 
clinicians working with alcoholics. However, these ther-
apeutic activities have been justified by citing clinicians' 
impressions of the interaction between the alcoholic and 
his spouse rather than by more objective measures, since 
research has been sparse. 
The subjects of the study were 29 male alcoholics who 
were inpatients at Chicago's Alcoholic Treatment Center and 
their wives. The average age for husbands was 40, for 
wives 39. The couples were married an average of 13.5 years. 
Sixty-nine per cent of the couples were black, the remainder 
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white. A majority of the men were laborers. About half 
the men were employed at the time of admission. The men 
spent an average of 34.1 days as inpatients. Days in 
treatment ranged from 16 to 49. The average attendance 
at Alcoholics Anonymous meetings during the three months 
following discharge was four meetings. 
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The Inventory of Marital Conflicts, the Minnesota 
Multiphasic Personality Inventory, and the Social Readjust-
ment Rating Scale were administered to each couple during 
the husband's first 15 days in treatment. Historical data 
for each couple were also gathered at that time. Predic-
tions by patient, spouse, and counselor of the patient's 
probability of remaining sober for three months after dis-
charge were made at the time of discharge from inpatient 
treatment. A questionnaire covering reports of drinking 
behavior, subjective reports of satisfaction with life, 
employment, income, attendance at Alcoholics Anonymous 
meetings, and ratings of family relationships was completed 
through a telephone interview three months after the hus-
band's discharge. 
The main variables of interest in this study were 
conflict indicators derived from the Inventory of Marital 
Conflicts in the following manner. Ratings of each cou-
ple's tape-recorded discussion were made by naive raters. 
A high level of interrater reliability was established. 
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n factor analysis of the ratings yielded five factors 
which were used to categorize each couple's interaction 
as either high conflict or low conflict. 
Hypothesis 1 was: that couples whose interaction 
is marked by conflict and lack of mutual support exper-
ience failure to maintain sobriety after treatment. tac-
tor I consisted mainly of statements by the husband. The 
husband interrupted the wife, and ridiculed her rather 
than supp0rt his own opinion. Factor I was labeled "Irrit-
able Husband." High scores on this factor were found to 
he related to failure to maintain sobriety after treat-
ment, as well as to subjective measure of life adjustment. 
Factor III "Covert Conflict-Wife" was also found to be 
related to failure to maintain sobriety after treatment. 
This factor consisted of statements by the wife in which 
she opened the discussion, prompted the husband to give 
his opinion, and then ridiculed him. No significant re-
lationships between Factor III and subjective measures of 
life adjustment were found, but several trends were noted. 
The other three factors were not related to reports of 
drinking behavior after treatment. Hypothesid 1 was sup-
ported. 
Subjective measures of satisfaction with life were 
related to the Factor I conflict indicators, but reports 
--~ ~"~nme were not related to the conflict 
The results for Hypotheses 2, 3, and 4 are as 
follows: 
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Hypothesis 2: that alcoholic husband and non-alco-
holic wife were equally successful in "winning" discussions, 
was confirmed. 
Hypothesis 3: that husbands show a greater use of 
indirect means of persuading their wives than the wives 
use, was given minimal support. 
Hypothesis 4: that couples showing indirect means 
of communicating experience failure to maintain sobriety, 
was supported. 
High and low conflict couples did not differ consis-
tently on socio-economic status. 
Personality traits, as measured by MMPI scores, did 
not differ significantly for wives in high and low conflict 
couples. 
Methodological problems and possible improvements, 
possible clinical applications, and suggestions for fur-
ther research were discussed. 
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APPENDIX A 
INVENTORY OF MARITAL CONFLICTS 
Cotm'ffilll:J' /\I!D IV1RHJJ1r.Jo: 81'\JDY 
Jtm\ODUC'r!Olf 'l'O Jl.:C l'HOCF.DUHF. 
Tonight, you wf.ll be involve<l in n proccr1ure ccntcrinu o.round 
yom· Joh1l disc·1cr;ion of r,,,,,,., 1·1·al car.cs where couples nre 
havlnc VHrlc"rn tyreo of marUnl. coHflictn. Thcr.e c11:::c de-
scrlf'tlon!J h:we \,"en int:'JrJ orated lnt.o whf\t ·•e call the "In-
ventory of l·br !Lal Conflict" or the IMC. 
r.r.t me tell you more about th! s lnventory. After collectina 
infol111D.tion fro111 ul>out 2 7 000 couples like yours<e]ver., we have 
found ccrtnln things that hnvc: frcq11cntly cnur.ed diGagrce-
tncntG or confUctr.. We have provlded brief ca:::e dec.cri1,tions 
of coupl<er; hovi~ r,ome of th0c0 conflictn. '111ese huve been 
written up to form e. tec.t of your ability to 1·c;zolve dis-
agreements bct·.;ceH npoune•', Your tnr,k is to read each of 
these case dencrii:lions anrl decirle which spouse is prim'lrily 
responsible for the conflict. 
It is very imrortant to un th»t you take this task seriously 
becaur;e your recornmcw:lation,; wlll be combined wH.h othcra so 
lhllt couple~ ••ith these pr'.)IJlerr.n mic;ht be helped. In !'ome 
cases yo•1 rnny hav" eY.pcri.c::icr.d 1.h<' conflict yourselv<:-s. In 
others you rr.ny know friend.~ •lw hnve had· r.imilar problem$. 
In nll the ca"e"• ther.e are seriou3 problem" for some couples. 
As in any conflict "itu'-ltion, there arc two poink of view 
presented in thcs" cnne dcGcl'iptions. In GOITlc of the canes, 
one of you will J.c,arn about the conflict front the point of 
vie·.: of the lm"ban<l.. The other pcro,on will lenrn the wife's 
J•olnt of vic:w rccarditlG th1i rmr1c r.lt.untion. In rach case, 
however, both of you will be (liven the swne eGsentl.al fact ... 
It is very lmporLnnt that. for ev"ry case you ckcide who ir, nt 
re.ult in the conflict even 1.hnuc;h this might be difficult at 
limes. You c.hould not indicttte that both ure to blame or 
lca~e any question blank. 
I run now going to tc.kr. you to ,..cpou·nte rooms FO that you can 
read am\ C\'f\l\l!\Lc thcac cac;e:;. A.rter you htwc finic.hcd fll 1-
Jng out the Jnvcntory of Mnrl tal Conflict, 11rill{; these 111at-
erl.al~ o"'· lo us. !J1tcr in I.he evcnJ 11r; we -.1111 brine; you nn1\ 
yo•ir q1011c.c to n room whr;rc you can Jointly dl.!icuns the"" 
caGc der.crJplion~. 
IM-20-1 IWUODUCI ION 
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cour;·rmnl' J\UD l·lARIUfl.GE f;'l'\JIJY 
rn:nWJCTions Fon nm rnc n1~cu::;:non ::.1-~r.s10n 
Now we '1C»t.l.d JJY.e you to fully cli,:cu:;i; l;hc conflict eneh 
couple l n lnvl.nc; and dee hi" who 1:· prlml\rily "''"l'OllGihlc for 
the prohlern. As "'''-" prcyiouc:ly mentioned, Jn l'ome cnzen the 
d<'ccript ions you each rNvl r"1n·cc:cntcd diffr.rcnt po.lnt:; of 
vie;,. Fc'r L:<"l.mJ. l<', l f yoct awl your :.:pou:·e were inyol vecl in 
a. dl~rngrccrnent a.nd ~uht..i:'qu".ni.ly you f!nch were to rclo.y to rnc 
whnt hnppc·ncd cludn::: the confl.tct, it iG highly probable 
that each of you woultl prenC'nt. different points of vlew re-
gnrdil16 your marital conflict. llo-.<ever, pl.ea.Ge do not be 
distracted by cuch d.lfff'rcnce,,, for in every case each point 
of' view contains o.11 the essential. facttJ, and our pri1111!.ry 
concern is how you 1·euolvc the ccmflict each couple is 
having. 
Jn d-iccu:;sing thcr.c cnocs it is important that you uce only 
the inforr:.ation pro-tided. A.lso, it is important that you · 
rest,lve each disagreement before going on to the next case, 
()1ce ncaln I wnnt to otrcns the importance of thlo taGk for 
hel.plrn; couples who nre h1wlnr; conflicts. It is vital to our 
research that your ann.:ern be thorowi;hly discw:;r.ed. 
We will have a t'1pc recorder on ~o that no one will hnve to 
be i1re::;cnt in the ronm while you Hre dl.scussine these items, 
You vll l. lvwc about 30 minutes t.o <lincuss theee cases. I 
will co11:e in nnd l~'miucl you 5 ndnuteo before yotu· tJ.mE! io up. 
If you finich bcfN·e that tJmc, rlcne.c brine the roo.terials 
to the research nosir.tant in the lobby. 
Thes" ore your inrliv1 dltnl renpon~e "heets (GIVE TO EACH 
srou::r:) ·to ""l" YC"l l'<'CalJ yo>tr lllln'JC!''1 to .,a.ch item. How-
ever, '.o1}1l.Le di;.C"11~r:.t111_~ thc!;c.: cn.:..~e:s 1 du not nhow your spouBc 
your o.twwcr ohcct. You w 111 not h:J.VC t.Tlt1 cane dcGcriptions 
to refer to, ~o do the bc~t ;iZU" can rcr•tcmbering the details 
of the cases. 
This Jr. Uin r.hcl't (.Jonrr DISCUf'.m:o11 FORM) for rcconlJng your 
jol.nt nn:;wern (GIVF. 'l'O IPJnw .. m1). '111e bri<>f r.r:ntrn"c for 
each item shnuld IH'lp you recall the c!tt\es. As y0u can see, 
on Purt A. yo'..I m•i:Jt ,Jr,cicle "hich opouoc J.s primarily renpon-
sl.Ll'! frn· the prohl.ent ttn•l on Purt ·n you muot chooGe one of 
the tw<:• nlt<~rnatlvec.. 
()11 t.oLh rart A awl l'nrl B do not I.cave any question blank 
and dd not annwcr both. 
IH-20., 1ns1•uc1 IONS 
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INVENTORY or MARITAL COHfLICTS (IMC) 
CASE DESCRIPllOm 
1. boh 1nr' rrank :in· .:ond frh-11J ... hnl,., l1oh'11 wift'. li\.:r~ rrant bul 
11 h:'t·o111lr1F li'crC':uln;::ly ;nmoy1·J wilh his unannunm.:~d an11 
01-cuh'l'ly tone vl1'il• lo lhl"lr '' :utmc11t, r'rcdatly :ti Jnt·:1lthnc11, 
She IM• llUf.C\'l\l('d tu f\11b lh:1l he 3·-\.: I rank to rlca~t' rhone bdore 
.1 .. ltin,. but lier husband ft:ds thi• would\)(: in~ullinr, lo hh friend. 
Janis tt1r.rc•ls lh:1t sht' mlfhl ask n:mk to rtc;i .. c phone before 
vhitinc, but thi<: only m:1h• her hu!>b;md ;i11p}·. Min an:u .. ing his 
wlfc or lokrfcrb1g with t.is frkndd1ir. he rcfu"io('• to di'>t."USS the 
malltt further. 
2. Cora dr)C1m'I 1cally tnfoy st'~al rcbtlons. When dle was f"\rst 
marrk d she would avoid lo\'r mal'.'.ing by tdlint: •~• hud,:anJ U was 
p~111f111. Morr fl'CICnlly •he ha!C rrctl.'ndl"d '" h· tired wht•n 1-tr 
h11shanrl h:t\ •11rro1uhcd '1rr. Now .,11c hn1 fl'>Oflt'd tit u·tirint: 
u1licr tl11n her hu•'1:111d. f.'or:i \1"lkvc1 M''C 11 an ttnpk;i<:tnl .,it.feet 
that orw does not div.:ul1 unlcs1 1b101utdy nccc!i'a1y, :11t1d she 
\i(oc01'1ts furtouJ wht'n hcl ln~sh tliry !houlct t:ilk Jt>0t1t thl• 
rrobkm. 
3. \\111.m Don Onafty gch home from wf111c: hf! tnh1 on hi< J:1cbt, Oe 
and •hoC'•, and ma1<.n hiin~e1f cornfort;ibk with a can or bctt. Arter 
dlnnt't O"n ha•• little n10re cnrrr.r, so he f:~! t+adc. anJ ruo •way 
the \l:llrlo•11 art kin or dnlhing h·! 11.i1 1,1\;cn oH. On-.: day I r:mclnr 
tdl" l•on he 11 •1nr1•r :111d '=''Y and dcmar,ds th:tl he not lnvc 
clothes 1ylnr around, t·wn ro1 t short rcriod of lilnt". Two da)! 
hiln, t>on fotr,t"IJ to do a'!. hi" \\ifc h:iJ drnt3n\ll.'d, :md shc.11ngrily 
IT('(':il! hn tomrl:tlnt. An ar~unu:nt develop~. 
4. Nin:t 1utt 'l('tn looklnr for a ralr of \lu:~·" lfl wear with her r:ivorite 
drcs•. ('ron findlnl,! a rair of ~h!')rs on s::ilc, Nina jud c:.nnot rcsht 
111rf roreh.1~·" th~"'· l.:1h.:1 11.at cvt·nini= ~hr ,ht·\\\ hct new rurcli:1qo 
to 1'dr1. lie! l('mc1111~f\ that ~he ::ihend~ ha~ many rair~ ('If •h('I('! 
snd ,. .. ,:, aboul the nt'<"C s.<:ity of ~uch .1 pmd111•e at lhi1 time, Nina 
bc:comc• outur,rd anll accu~• him of t:-cin~ ch~:'lp :ind l1n·on-
slc1t"ntt. 
3. P.brl. ind 1'1:ilne h:.vc bnth l'ccn wor'-:lnr 1lru·r t11dr m:utlar,t' ln 
or«kr to live at 11 k·1oi:I \\hlth thcr feel '(\ \•e comrorlablc. 
O(Ya!lionafll, 1 l:tln.: .,...cnn1t•<: 1f.:rtcs~c~1 l•et:all!ll" "he wan'~ In .,3"'! 
1 rhUcl t-111 l:no"" lh.1t C\11 ~1.111-:·~ ~1.lq· :tk•1w 1'11-. would bt-
c~tJcmt'1y dirn-:1111. f l.1i11,,:"<; crnofinM F"CI th'-" bo.·~t tlf lwr :Ind ..he 
1rcusi:~ Mart. of not l!C'il~r :11~i.·(,iY(' fll"t1f!h, lm1'1yina: lh:Jt ht" I" 1n 
ln:t1ln1nalc ('fnutlt."r. M:ul.; ".1c lllih->\CJ l'lf:ll to r11 lo "·c-llf~t· bet•tm~ 
('If 'chol.1~tY di1l1n1h~' anJ h:1!i dnm· '"well 3s <'nt11d f('O'l..nnabty 
I~ c.'CJK'~ tcd. \•ul hh" ifr umlinually cum1•:ue~ him unf.1\·f1raMy In 
his ,·f'llc,.,.<t1uc:tkd frknd~. Marl.;', !<i:lf ·i.::>lC\'111 h lujurC"d IJttl an 
uguint'nt berms. 
f>. A cf'nnid '11, ario;,;n khn-r" Jad,: and C"e>tkrn folbd11r. a rrutr 
V;·ith r1i1·nd". ltorim· fh'." 11ar,y, J:trt.. lal\.t'tl 111 :rnolht•f "'-1m,m, 
rn•1lli11f In hi" ''ik 1-dntnine .... :r) 311r'~" lolhndnr. 'ht• r:nty, 
(1•lln·n anJ!rlly :1cc11~" J.1..I-:. of l11h·ntio11al1)· ir,norlnt~ her for the 
entire ncnlni :tnd t•Clf.'lll\"S :ur.i•rncnbtivr. 
1, llclly :md l'hll tiav\' ht',•n ha,·ln(: n1.nibl ,flmcu1tlu for the p:1!Ct 
yt-:u. OnC' ur tltt• 1•rohln111 h:t!I bn·n 1h:lly's l''.'.hav3r;rnc::. No•: 
Betty in~io;t• on lmnu~diatdy scrkinit co:(ll)· rmrc!l!lional coun~:llnt:. 
f'hi1 r(1inh OUI that lhc1C' !1lm11ly h no monr.y to ray fot '1.H·h :In 
or-en~ivc wntnre until they can cut do\\n thclr esrt'n~·• sotne 
rl:tcC the. Reily \\itl Pl,I hear O( -.aitint until l'llOUCf ls 8\"alJablc, 
and n1any argumrnls ari!to! in the weeks lo come. 
8. Jim routindy 1nins h".'mc from "'o:t at 5:00 PM and enJoys hl1 
dinner M>On 1Hcr Id" arrival. ~u ... ,n ha• bC"rn a fu11·time hous.ewife 
sin~ the birth or thdr fiut child onr )C:U • .,, but !lli11 lcavt" her 
dfllncslk d1C1tc~ undont'. Jhn h:n alol.:ftl Su,.,n if sht would have the 
haur.c cl·an 1n1I dinnt·r rrcp:1rtd wlu·n he '''"'"' home. Up<•n 
urivln1~ home, Hin a1~;1ln nmh tlw honlr1r. bo:nd wllh a rllt- ot 
dolhr, In tht' livini: 101•111, a dlnin~ taM•· lit.ti has nut b't'n sd, and 
hi! -.·ifc sltliug on the sofa rca11in1'. :11 m:1~ulnc. Ul'on wkwbit the 
situation Jim a1,r~·:1r!> di1Cour:1r:cd, \lhcn·upon ~11"'"" ac:c11\C!I him 
nf alv•ayS fintliUJ: f:iutt with het and lnl,ttily storms into the 
kitchen. 
9. ll"s rrld:ty ocnblr, ind the Cult'r family h3ve • dinner Cnt11f-C· 
mt·nl. whkh had t:-ccn ml'1lc the rrr'i'>u~ \\ct·l. 1-'unk romc• home 
1 halt" hour early so he can be sure to tic n:;1dr on tlt•1c. 11r 
showt•n, $h3\CS and I• drc•<;r'd and 11.:ad)· tn k3ve on time. But 
when lt h tlme In (:t', Mary I! slill In th~ hathwom co01bh1g her 
hitlr aml pullini: un m:l1:cur. Sinn.· M:ny almo"t alwa)'S rnab::s th .. ·m 
1all' lhi'i \\8y, I r;mk \l\."COlllC'' ur~t. Mary rctorU th:.t ""c bn'I very 
Cf>nt."t'fn(:d 11h<."'' tt~·in~ bk !.inrc they al..a.a)·s JCt •here they lfC 
Join!,!: soottet nt fatcr, 
10. 1 lnd3 :and ~kV(' rtin lo h1te a weekend hip tiy car. \\'hill' l.lnt1a b 
drlvin~ Skvc 11..l w ... 111': on FriJay momint;:. Stt'vr hcaH a "rit1ri11~" 
""i-:e and h"odi1t·s th3! the sr:uk rt•1r~ ~hould ~ than~·d a1onl! 
\\ith otht'r mint~r :hlj11,hnt:11I'>. Sin•'(' lhe)' rt:m to k::avt hidity 
cvcnint: and Sln-c h;1' IQ \\or1c:, h,• h.t~ lo :a'>l: hi1 ,dfc to 1t11tl' the 
<"31 to thr 1:1r.1rr. I iillla co1111•bl11~ :11'out the nlhrr r'r11:u;1tion~ she 
says !lfu: ha~ to m.ike for llll'm and their f\\'O d1ltd:l'n tiut !ll.1)·1 she 
.... 111 l1:wc time lo tah the 1·:1r to the pJar,c. and :iy,;crs to do !n. 
l.atn mt the 11t1-, Sk·•c hean lhc "riurh1g" nnlV" aml 1e:ililcs the 
"r:trl rlOf<; h;1n~ f'O! \\l.."1.•n d1.'1t'IJ'.Cd. 11 tutn .. Ollf th.ti ( fnda fO(•k 
''"' c:tr to th1• ,ararc but ,(id 1101 lmth ... ·r to mcntinn the itrnt... 
rlugs. Uml.i ~ 11'!\ th:ll Ii Sh'vc dt'lcsn't like the w11y 'ihe dt,C" thinr .. 
ht' .:an do 1hr-m him..,·lf. Ml'YC r<,ino flul that ht' was muhlc h1 
talt~ the cat tn thr g:1ra~ and lh;1t \\'ht'll she :ll?f"l'O to du 
somcthini .. he should.do it. 
11. \\l1rn (harkJttc :tntl Rkht1rtl wcrc li.,for """ d1:nlotk'JhrnHy,1 
lot of m v. i11 dcwtorcct bcl\\t'Cfl Rilli:.td :ind hh ln·laWS. Charlotte 
told her 11;uc11t" Ju~t :af•out t'V1:f} thiny tfrnt fo11•11,·11cd, and wl1cn 
~kli;,rd tntJ l1u tn ~to,,, t.h mc>lh.:1·h1·bw \.1i1I ,i.r- •a, hm' :md 
l1•1d {'h:ulott~· 11..' l;r,·p ltkh;,rd in hi~t1hn. lli1l1:1r1I and f'hMk•tl(' 
n(•"' ti:ivc lluir ll'-'n h1u11\', but ll>c: ~ln:111f'n ttmtir~m·~. Nkh;1rd 
wilt r~rd)• vhit Iii~ in-1.•""'. lmt \\h<:n('v1·r he b p(lt around { h:ulottc 
Is on the rhouc \\ilh IK·r mothrr, l'·'"inJ! on inff•rniation and 
rct.,•lvlnr :.dd(t". \\1n·n Ph h:ml tdh (11:nl<ltk :it:;1in that ~hc 'ihould 
lfOI• kllin~ thfnr.< fn hl'f molhcr, ('J1,trkJlte hClUmt'~ l'nt:.r(tl, 
rka~l· ('unllnur nn Rrvct"" Sitll· 
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12. EJch nlr;ht I any Jlfnntl.:o' Judy that he •'tll thww thr r.itb3,c out 
•rlcr lht'Y Onl'h dinner, lnYarlably. (.31Ty for~l'h :ind h:11wt th!! 
ltllcltt'.n without doing Wh31 ht• h.1• rr•1ml>,t•1I. JuJy h:t' frll that the 
he~ thing to do h In Uu,1w lfl'l" t.;;1rh:t1~ :1w:1y hy '" r~1' and l1a' 
bc~n doing lhl!t later In llu: cvt'ninr. 1A- lu:n he notkt!, lhl'I, l.MTY 
tw:c~m,·i :lngry with Ju1h·. ~l:ttlng th:.1t thb Is hh Joh, As I.any 
contlnuc• to follow hi' old h:tblh, ludy bl:ghu to do the chote 
he~~tf. only to be angrily critklud by her huih1nd. 
U. At par1kt th1t Rob Md Nancy attend, N~mcy srend• mo't or t.er 
thn<' "-'Ith the men rrc;w:nt and obvh1tnly enjoys bdng _.ith thtm. 
Bob l• wry conttmcd and has tried to k11 Nancy th:tt her bchaviur 
b lntcrrrrted u Oirl:tlloui :11nd could k·1d to 1 t<'mantlc lnvo1'1t'· 
IYK'nt •ith 1nothcr man, N:mcy dcn1es lhh, but Bob knows from 
hb own expericn .. -e that thi1 type of thing doe5 hcqut"ntly happen 
and rerh that she ls being Inconsiderate of his fcelin1s by not givin1 
up thh: beh:iivior. 
14. WMn Jc"l' comes hon1e from work In lhe e¥tnb1g he b tired 111d 
Ukts to rebx owr a pka..o:ant rntal. Art« dlnntr he rrefen to be 
alorr •ith his ,,..ffe. However. lktty docs not undcntand Jerry's 
'"'•il1h1i:ncs, to co out 1ftcr a h:ud d:11y't work, :11nd she t1 :11Hcr 
hfm to go out putying in thr tvenlngs. She ttlls Jerry he I~ a Luy 
do-nothln1. 
U. Dick ind Diane hot Men m:1r1ltd for thtte yt'tn. Did: Ubs hit 
Job tnd Is tn,dous lo 1tt ahead. For the p:nt yeu he has been 
"W>lo.Jnhirlly srendfn1 t great dul cir t"<\fl llrM :u hb wor\:. Obnc 
ht• repeatedly 1ccu~d Oldt of c:arlnc more abtJUt hh job than he 
cue1 for her. Diet url:iiln• th:11t hit cu"'' ls lmrortant to both of 
thf'm end that It b nrcu...uy for hJm to work addlllonal llours If he 
U:f'Ct"U fo set prontok'd. Diane rdu1Ct to llsrcn to Dick's 
nrhrnallons and unru~nably demand!' 11):1t he hlbst:mtially cut 
down hb hours or o.w:r-tlme work. 
"iH.Jo-1 (HI ---------------
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If'. Tom I, vrry conn~'l'ncd aliout hi~ wm:·~ 1moUnJ h:tMO. U..·lty Is 1 
very hc::11vy sinokc'I' U111 ..._, 1 severe eo11J1t. Althool!h l'on' u~·tl tG 
be • hC':tYf •m<>l.t"r hlmwlf, he h1u nt'W quit ~·0111rk-tdy, ~ 1_. Is 
convin .. ,·•t U•al llctl)' ..-uultt '' lu•I cut llown. lie l1:t• toM her In 
dctnil 1bc.nt the h1·ahh h31::11r1ls lnvo1vcJ in 'mokinf! :rind he h:.s 
L~ke.1 her to s1or or ot k'ild cut do\\·n, if not for hcr~tf then 
bec11t11~ of her to,·e for him. lktty"s 11:rual reaction has Men to grl 
1:11c:.utic. She 1.1ys she b llyint=, but doc~n·t ~han~. A• a rnult 
there hH been I ll:'tles or lfl'llmcntS. 
17. Chuck Is a foettball fan •·ho likes to w:rit..-h the pro pnws on 
Sund•y orttrnoon,. llh wlrt Betty Is ur~t at dtb:, so tht pL1n:1 a 
1ertes or aclivitks for them toeether on Sund;t)'I and tclh Mm he 
•-ill ha~ to give up the footbaU games. Chuck fc.:h that thh ts an 
unrta!'OnaMc demand, lie roints nut that he •·ork, :11U v.~t"k and 
should be entitled to a cou1,lc of houn l)f rcl:l.•ution ":1tc.hirl1 TV 
on Sunday. HC' rem1nds hc1 that !dle wakhn many hours ol" 1e>ap 
optrH durhtg the \\t:ck v.htn he Is at work. Chlu;tc also reminds 
Betty that the other --.fvcs they le.now do not gt't _, ur!'oCt just 
because their hmbands watch footba11. Detty, however. continues 
to be annoyed ant.I buhui that he stor watching pmcs. 
19. John hu been out of colkgf for thrtt yc:m tntl k 1b1t to rrovlde a 
n1odut tint d1kqu:tl<' Income fnr hlm'.'lt•lf 3nd his wife, Jun. l"hty 
have been p'3nnlt1~ :t vac:.tlon. y.·hkh Jtan has btcn cnthu,.Ja~tlc:dly 
1ntldratlng. John h:a• 1lw1ys been 1t strrco enrhudast 1nd 
prcqont1y Cct.:h that h" y.·ants to lmpn'I~ hi• 1tcrco by buyln,: new 
lf'f'l.kct"- tr John ptoc:ecds Y.·lth hl1 pl:tn. the nutlon they haye 
pbnnt'd woulJ bl' lmros,iblc. John sbtcs th1t he Is the h~•d· 
winner ln lhf' family and dc~rves 1 luxury. fie Insists thll as the 
man tn the hmily, h(' shoold make the dcci!'ion. 
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I. '1ob mid f'r:1ntc. :tr•: rnod frkmh. hni"'. l'ol:,., wlfr., mc.c, I rank t-ut 
i, bn·nmlnr: in1.:1ca.,.inl,!f)· annnyc1I \\ilh hb un:1nn•nmn:1I :11ml 
t'tce\,ivdy long ,·hih to thdr :1r:nt111(·nt. U\ll;1lly :It nn·altitnn, She 
h;tt s11rt;ntcd lo hol.• ttmt hc ;nk I r:ink lo rka•.c rhonc hdmc 
vbitinJ, but her htuhJnd rC"t.'h thi!l \\(HIM I~ hm11tin~ lo hi~ friend. 
hol, sur:,;c~t1 th:1t she nill=ht :11sk haul; to rk:t'i(' rhonl· 1,cforc 
vhiHnr:, l•ut thh onlr n11l:.cs her hnd1Jml ;111~ty. Artct :11,;t·u11inr hi, 
.. trc O( inh:Jkling """ his frienJ11hi11. he rcfu~eS lo di~CU'\ the 
m:Ulcr forthcr. 
2. Cora ""'"'"'' really cnjny sc-..ttal rcl:ttions. When she WH nf\t 
m:mlcd 'he woukl avoid love malt.hi~ 11y tc!llnt h~r hinb:mJ It "n 
painful More recrntl)· she ha\ prett'nc1cJ tn he tired when hef 
hu,band h:n •rtm1a1.hcd her. Now \h...• h3\ h~~ort-!d to rctiting 
t:ulicr than h1:r tm-.h.111J. Cou1 1Jclic•;n s~'lt ic. ~fl ur1plr:1~:rnl \Ubjnl 
th•t one d•K, not cli\CU" unles\ :th~oluldy nc1 e\<1.:1ry, :tn1t <1.hc 
bccom~s f11tlou!' Y.hu hdc. intbU they 5hoult-I talk :1hool lhh 
ptoblem. 
J. '9r11f'n Don fina11y trrivc\ homr hom wot\: ht immedh1tf'ly 'lits 
down ind m:itco him~dr cmnfortat.1t' \\hh :a t'311 nr beet :01d 
lnttn• hi• j:ackt"t, tic ;md shnn on the furniture ;11ndfor noo1. 
whctc they 1tay until Wnit' time :ifh"J dinnct. Arter ruttln~ UI' .. dth 
this ~1or1•inc"'" for 1 \\hllc. I r;11ndm.· a~h Oon to 1tor tnc.~inr. hh 
clnthn •round ti~ •rartrm•nt, C\ctt Ir he do\•\ cwnlu:illy rkk tht·tn 
up. t•o d:ay\ taler. IJ•m nreah Im U\u:ll r<>rform:1nt'C II\ If 
handne h:.J 1:1ld nothing. Yd11:n she nienliont it ar.ain, 1n 
11.::ument dnrlor'· 
4. Nini h:ic. b<-et\ d1orrinr. .uound c;1refo1ly for ~nine tlmt" lo Ond a 
r:.h or \~C' 'he can dfofll that •il1 !!" \\llt1 hc:r ravntit<' 1h~\c.. She 
hn:i11y Onds a \:1!1~r .. \.-tOf)' rair or c.hot•\ ;tlld l<1. h11111) tn dht OY\'f 
lh:at they •rt Ott s:tlc. She rutt ha~s the \1t11('t; and take~ thent home 
to lhf'.lW her fiu5}).1ntf. rcter. lfe dQCC. not L"3.tf' "-hethU Of not the 
lhOt"s uc: 1:1ti~f:.1;t11r}. lie doubt\ that lhq• 3fl' n1·,·n\.Jry at :111 .ind 
ran, lo un1h-f\f;md 1hdr impmtvm·e to hct or h(l'IA inuch trouble 
sh(' ha\ tone to in ordet to uve mon(y. 
S. Marie 1n1t lfain<' h:ivr t-nth h«n .,,011.:inr slnn"' th·~i' r1:mia~r in 
0tdcr to 1ivc It I lrvd 'l\hi("h th1:)' frcl ht he comr11ttahk. 
0L'Udona11}, U.tinc h,•i.;n!1tl'' d•·rrnsi.•d ffi'l':ltl~I! sht• •·:mt.~ to h:n'(' 
1 chihl hot Imo\\\ t1'.1t on Mark 0 <1. c.;11.iry :ilm11..• thi~ wnultl he 
e~hnnel)· dirth.uU I.I.line·, t'nlotion' rel the l'L·c.t of '11·r. :in1I \hC 
1ecu,r• M:ul.: or not '1dnl'. ~n~n·,•1ve c111111~h. lm1'l)i11~ th:it 11c h an 
ln;td<"tlU31t' J1fl .. wiJc1. \la1l \\:I\ a1lvi...-d not tu ~o to c.olfq:c k',:111•.e 
of schol:t~lk dillkultic• :in1I h:t' d•,m: a' "'di :t' rouM rc:1,m1;1h1)' 
M C"f"·-'Ctcd, t•ut hi' 'II ire rontin11:111y comran·~ him unl;1,ror.1hly I<' 
hh coU"·'c-<"1lucatt"d hkn(h. ,.h1k ·, st'lf t"'il<"cm le. injon·d :.nd :1n 
11runitnt bcm;ins. 
6. A nm Oh I :u, ati,tn '1t=h\Ct'n J:u:l :mtl ('olkcn (ollO\"ln~ a r:ut)' 
""" hit·nJ~. l1nrint: t11t• r.uty. l:it Ii. l1non1l"\ involwtl \\ ilh Jnt•lh\.'f 
w.om:an inJ lrnNn hi\ \\'ii\'. <'t•,kcn rah hurl :in1I atl.:•urh to 
di,,u\• h1."r ft·elin~., ,,f bdng ncrln:kd but frt'I' li1\c c.ln· ic not 
underc.tuod. 
-------·--------------
1. lh-Uy an1I l'hl1 h:ivt• t-l'\'11 h;tvln' ma1ibl diffirnllk' for the t•:ic.t 
yur. tktly I!: no lont'.l'I tt':t"-tlh'\I hy h.wint: lwr hu,h:nht minhni7:e 
het t1nha11pin1·~'i :ind \l.:tnl' to !tott'k r1urt:"-'ln11;1I coun,dinr,. rhit. on 
the other h.:1n1I, h"hh on holJin' off irnfrflnltd)· tidm~ c.J'<'thlhtF 
ntoncy on coun~ling. It~ s.-rp she is br too c:-.tr:1v:1p1nt. hi the 
-.·«l;s to t:Om<', "1:111)' JtgtlniCnh arise bcCilU'C o( thdJ diffcrint 
opl11i..,n• . 
8. Jhn tt1ttti11t'I)' •nivt'\ ht11U~ rront 'f,'Oflc :It S:OO PM amt C'll~)YS hit 
dhtnu M"on :irter hie. aniv:il. Sn\:in 11:11 bcct\ a 1·u11.t1mc ht.mc.c"ife 
"incc tht' t.irth of their fir~' chilJ one ynt ,,,, but 'till kave' tt.!r 
domestic chores umhme. fon h:1s :1~1.:cd Su<1.:Jn If ~he would h:ivc tlu~ 
hnuw tlr:in ind dinner prl"r:ttl·d when he retutn\ hon". Upon 
ltrlvinr, hotnt'. Jim ar:.1in tindc. the irnnin~ bo:ttd with a J'ile or 
clnthL·~ i" the living room, :a dlnl.,,: t;1lt1c th:it h:..c. not hccn '.'(et, :tml 
hh "'iff' dtting on thf' sora tca11i11g a mar:ar:inc. llpon vfrwin~ the 
situation Jim appear~ dl\co1u:1ccd, whctcuron Suc.:m accu,c5 him 
or a1,.1ys nnding foult ..,Ith hct Ind 1nF1ily storm\ into the 
\llchen. 
9. It's hitby ('vntlnJ!, :tml the Carkr family ha~ a dlmwr cn~aiemcnt, 
which h:id titcn madi: the rre,'if'tt' •"tck. h:ink t11frrl'C~ his wife 
h)' Jl'ltlng home rrnnt "ort. 1 hair hour c:11rl): :mil uc.i:s the 
halhroorn cnnUnunu•ly untit It h 1lnt11c.t time to lc11\'C. Since it 
t:ikc\ M:iry 1111111: th:tn th(· '""'" ndntth:c. I r:1nk h:t\ left her to" :n.h, 
Ct•lllh ht'f hail, :111J rut on her makcop, ti hcc11n1cc. ot1vlo11c. th;1t 
tltet• will t•c bh: fot thdr :1r11ui11hnent. l·n.nk r:1i\I!" hl5 voice and 
ICCU'::l'' hct or ''"·a)'S n1;1l.lnr: thctn Lih.'. Mary tri1•'.'( tn c:ihn I rank 
dow1t by s.1~·in1 that b.:ing a little late k not all th:it 'l'ri011\ 0 but 
1-·rank Ju'.'(t heco1m•1 m~rc cnnt:ctl and an argumt'nt de,-eletr!I. 
10. 1.ind:i :inct ~ll'vt- rl:m to 1al<' a "'·cekend trir hy car. \\'htk 1.lnd:a '' 
driving St.:vc to wo1k on I Jt..by morni11r,. ~tcvt' dedl1c!I that the 
11•:11\.. rlu~"' need (.ha11g:inf 11n1I th:tt other ntinoT 1c1jml111cnt.• •hould 
be rn:uk. lie tdl~ hie. \\tic to rrt the v;rorlc d•me in tim<' for then' IU 
lt'avt" that tvcninl!. l.inda aho ha" all the other rrl·r~r:1tion1 tu 
n1:ina.:c for th('m and thdr '" o children but <1.he m;"tn:t~n to r1:t the 
c:n to thr r.:lftlfC and ,.,11;, for 3 tuncur. On th.: trir. ~h:vc hc;tn a 
"'pinrin~" ntli"-C. tlhlOV\.'U lh:tt the !lr:1r\: plllf.\ aft: ll\l'.' !f.1"1C OOC"i he 
h:td l•('l'n utinr.. :amt M:im<"s hi1 "ife for the !tl•:irlr:. r1ut:c. m.1t 11dn,: 
chanr<'J. l.lntl;1 Ced' lh:tt lr lw: Is .:;olng to bf !lu ridc.y :thout how 
thifll'.c. art' ,olnt~ to hr' J1•nc. he d1<111ld '""ume some rc'ronslbility 
fur deolng them hlnt"clr. Sltvt' tell~ her he w:t~ too ho~)·. 
It. Whrn Um1olte :tml ftil.h:ml \\'Cf(' livin~ •·ith ('h:nf•)ll('', r:.mil)". a 
lot or IU wltl dt"Vcl<•ri:d h~ .. ·lwt·cn Rkh:ud :ind hi" ln·bW\, Rkh:1td 
toM hi' -.ifc to :-tut• t:•l~in~ ~o mud1 v.-ith mnnhcn or hct ramify. 
\\'hen {'harlottc'!I mnthL·r fotm1I oul "'"' ftit::h:ml (rlt. c.he WJ~ hmt 
1n1I s:\111 she Umurht fti\ h:1rd w:i~ O\lf ur rl:u:c tn m:1\:"c !ltH h I 
drmantf. ftldt:J1•I anll (·h:uluth• no"' h:i\'C their oun home l1ut the 
'lt11;1ti••n c1111ti11ut·~. Rh h:1tJ "Ill rarely \·i,il · hi<1. inl.1" '· ~" 
('h:ult•th'"" Cl1'1)· lq!nl:u C\lnl.ll l \\ith thnn i~ 1•)· 11h,1m·. ( h:nlotte 
U!l11H1ly !iJlt.':IJ;~ OHi) lo Jin 1m1 thCI 1111\I f1nl)' r111•n1•!1 111:1 mnthl'f 
wlwn her hust .. in1I i<t not armmtl, but ttkh:ml i~ 'hl1 r.nl ... 1lklkd. 
Rtt.h:ud lnc.hh that Charlotte slol' "l1c;1l.i11g with hL"r motlier. 
Pll'll•C t'tinllnue on ltrvetw ~hit" ;;;:;;.;-,;;;-------------------·-. -····--·-·------·-····-·--·--·-------
, ... 
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I 1. h•d1 "'"''' t .,, >' r1•u11i., , huty tk•t lw ,,..111 lluow tlw ~Jfl•:i1'1: oot 
•ftrr 1111")' ri"hl1 •ll11nn. fnv;nbMy, t.:iuy f,.rrch :in1f lr:tv!!" th<' 
\Udi.:n v. ltlu•ol •l1•l1•r "lut lie l+:o. t·ru"1"c11. J11th h.n f1 It th.it lh1 
fl( •• thine tu J,, h ,,, 111111" 11 ... r:ul·:•r~· :I~ :1). f1y 11'·,,dr aml "·" 
f,. <'n rf1•ht' llih bt•:t 111 thr C"t·nl11s:;. \\h1·n lie 110tl1r' thh. l :tny 
hnon"·1 ""r')' •il11 f111Jy, ,t:itlnr tl1:tl thh i~ hh ioh. A, 1.:ury 
<ontinon In Jrolln1.1. hi~ ""' 11:.fiih, lu1Jy l"'r.'"~ f(t 1fo tl1r choh~ 
l1rl\tlr, nt1!y In I'(' l"11"1il} nltldtnl l1y htt hll\h:m•1 
I'.'. At rullr1 "':1111 )' rrt·f1·n tl1(' cnm1•a11y ur mr11 h• tltt· r•tht'r Y.(lt11('n 
•nd tr-"1h 1111u.h nf 111~ C'Wnh1r. \'.flh lh-=1n hec:10\e 11:ftf" find• thcn1 
l11trl1nl1111!y tfln1ufa1l"r, :1n1I d1:1rc11: 111.my of ll1dr lnh:rnl. tJ:incy 
finth 11 putll!" tl1.,I lhC' •(tnH~n·s <:nnvnutk.in11: •t<' llinlh:d to 
h()o~drf'q•inr:. chit.frtn, rte. N:rncy h u11u-t h)· llnb'• :S<t:uu1tlon, 
u,,,, hn ~f,,vf•" fill')' f, :uJ t•1 ln,nf,..rnwnt In an\.1fbir nt, :.t tl1c 
w-ry 11"••1, Tnhlnl11,•1l'f:1li•>n nr her h.:h:-vi•tr f•y .,tf1t·r p:nrlt, 
"'hh h w(wl1I 1 :11nc tehHlfl. !>lw 1, dcct•ly fnut by flh fodi:. ('If hml 
,Inc<' d1r h I d<'vOtc•I "'ii"<' anrf 'At'llllol not (rJ1t~l1ln ••1 lrt ... ('lh!!m<'nt 
•f!l1 11110U1u "'""· 
.C. Jrny tt'rohrly cnmn la•n1<' hnnt .,,., or~, <'lilh. :"'ti dH itn~ n tn hont 
of U1~ klrvH•111 •rrrt·n Im t'1r. f'nlhr f'-'t"nlrtr. flc1f}· h tcot1f1r1I urt 
In lt•t l11~1nr all 1l.1y ••111 lt·d~ tl1:it \h<' •ill f" t'tl1)' If 1hf' c11n·t fd 
""' •n'1 h:ov(' """'1..· fflft c•f cnt1'3d 111lth o!IH'I lmn1:1n ft('lnr.:1. 1tfff 
tdu•rs to J" not •ntt t11 tlwrf' I, I dlt.,itf'l..'lnt'nf bt'l'IA """ f'h'lly •nrl 
'""'· 
~. fH, It 1wt fll.1nc 9';,vt" ho;-('n nnuird for lhrl'f!! )'Un. lllr \ 11ti:r1 tih 
Jnf1 1n1f h ,.,.,:l•••t• tn Fd •'1c:t•I. f ,,, thl' r;1~1 Y'"'' tu:: .,,,, brcn 
'f('fu,,t.uily •(""tllfit,, a r•ut ti···· of hn1r. •• hf, "'01\.. lli.mt• frch 
"'"' tlff'if ,.,,,11.11 tl'f:iliot••"'r ,, ,Jckrlm:itin' 1h1c ,,, ltw l.tl\ or 
t10ir ll•t·J Ir<' aMe fo ·1~n1I toi,.11'4"t. ~ht 1llentt•h lo '"'rbln t11 
hi<:::\. th.ti n11:1nri~I '11Clf'• •ifl t><' ntl..':l"i11r.l1·n Ir tl•dt "utfi.1rc 111: 
lfnttf')"t1I In 111c ptO<:C'\\ Oh\. cnuly tdh hh "'lf1..· th:1t hu rnpon•e 
"' H• hnttUhnr ti• 1t It h ~lnllr'' In dhcu,, the tul·lal for1l1ct. 
t~. 1nm d:tltin lo h- ~·1ud.·1l 1l•1•11t llt'tty'' h••:tllh hn-1111l' 11:ftt• '"'''It'• 
10 nm.:t. 11111 h:1, 1 r•11•rh. lk riv1'" '''' r1 .. Hc,, 1kbik1I !.. '*""' 
.af•oot h1~.1ltl• l•111:1t1l11: ind 1, :tf'IA:tr 11• 1•1:1n,n11r. th;1t d~ ~1or c.•• c••t 
d1•,,." ht:tt)· 1t·:11i1t:' th.ti \hi.' •1111•l:t• l••1• 1n•••" :1n1I h h~·h1~ 1l1 cut 
dnwn, li\11 lt•11t'' c.·011tl1111c1I l•aJr:~·rtnr: h .,,, hdr. lmn :1rrnrn1tly 
rnft lh:tl '1n:tll'f' 1tt: 'lfoprnl •m11l l11f. 'A tlht•Uf IUY 1fifrirn1fy, 
tvet)f.fJd) th!! d1011M •flllt ton :nut •l1n11ftt h;,¥c nn ltot1t.ll' ~foin! 
•et. lie 1«!e111• un;•'·1«' lr'I umJ,·ntan•I th;1t It I• 11iffkutt rur l1N to 
d1:1n~ htr 'mo1tif1' l1:tt•ih :u"1 hr <;:ly• th:it Ir •ht< ••·:i11y lowd hltn 
•h<' 'At1ultl •111U. Udl) h;1~ hh-1J tu contw1 ht·t,df" :tn1.I ni•I fd :tnf.'y 
ti 1 nm'! ("•lnlinumH nm11nc11t11:. lntl Tom g1"·11: tit?hl on kdurin~ tn 
her and "''-·nlu:illy tl1ttc arr.• !lt·ric11: of :urumrnl,. 
11. Chud.: k :1n 1t•lc11t ~r·nt f:m v.hn •rcti•f• ""'''' ~tm1l:1y artrrnonn 
tht('d, t11 the h:ln·hlon •onn wut1 hinr hJt•l••:1ll. tlh wtfl" lldty h 
gctHot 111.·J of l•clur. t. ft t,y hn,df n·rr~ S11111by. to ~11r :ri-.i.,,. ttlm 
tn Ji~ ttt• 1111, r:11l nf 111~ font1•.1'1 \l:tlc.hlnl! :md rl:m~ \n1111.: Sun•l:ty 
•dlvlU1:• '"' thrn1 tni.:dfwr. (.11111 lo. 1mt (t!tl)· 1rru,..·s ''' r:ive 11r itny 
fonthall, f•1tl 9'«! lrmnchc, lnln 1 • holr. vrln of :ur.omcnH to 
rfl"frn1I hlm(t·lr. llr tdh llcll)' that '"' ""e t:hc"t "'"' Is ., 
11rur:11on:1t-.f.: a• '"(' I\. tic IClU•1·' hl"f of !lt>ct11H111 tin Ume 
•:ritchlnl! •n:tr ('11•ctU 111.·11!1(' tic I• •I "'1·111:. llr •111:0 h•lt'.t h-:t ll111t 
tlntt ht V.Nb h;11d hr \11<mM f,(' 1tMc ''' \t:1frh t.iutl1:tl1 r.:tmtt If h~ 
•·bhc:\. lktt1· \• 11r•rt f,)· M• :1Hlt111lf' hut contlnu~s to want hint lo 
'r('n1l Snn1l:iy -..Ith ltt:r. 
I~. Jn'1n '''' h·rn out or coll.: gt fm th11·r )''"" ind h abte tu r'(1'°'dc t 
'1tf'1.lc~t t•ul :11kc1n:il(' lni:omc: fnt hlm~df ind hh "'"'" )(':m. lhr.y 
h:ivc t>tcri t•l:innfni; a \":t<:tll•tn. ""hlcl1 Jun h:ts l>t-ct\ rnt1nnl:i,tki11y 
•11tlt lr;)t\"f:· fnhn h;t'l :wt~·;tt • hu:n I •lcttn <'nthudiut 2nd 
fitC•t·ntty rcrb th:11I he ...... ,. In '"'f'IOVf "'' •k•co ht huylnr nc•· 
•rofr:tr\, fr John rtO<l."t(h •iffl hl'l rbn. ll1C' Y:lt:SfiOn tfl(')' h:tVt' 
rhnnvd •nult1 ho lmr('l11:~it.1~ .. Jolin ''"'" tl1at he Is '"' t>rc;td-
..... nnn In lh(' f:tn11fy an1I dr•ch"C' • f•t'.ltut .. , tic ln~ld' th:1t l!I the 
m•n In th' bmlly, t1r •h11uftt m:wl:.r lhl" deC"hl<tn, 
·-· -------~-- ----·---- ·,~-..,-~·------------~---···~~-----------
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COU~lSHIP ,I.HO MAPRIAC.£ SlUOY 
IUVEtlTORY or "ARITAL COllFLICH (IMC) 
ANSWER SHEET 
IHSl AOC TIOt.fS! Pleas' rracl each ca~' dcscri,,rion and ans•·rr questions..:!.• J?. £.anti!!. (or rach case. 
Chcclr rhe a.rprorriate box in r;ich column and Jo not leave any questions 11nonswer•J. 
:=__-=--1o1 ___ -~--.Jbl ---~r-:::::: lcL __ ~ ldl --
Item 
No. 
Who h primorllr 
r•sponslltl• for 
th• proLlem? 
HUSBAHD WIFE 
H"'e you had o 
slmilor problrm? 
Chrd0nf' 
YU NO 
Hovr you known 
other couples. 
who have similar 
problems? 
-·-·------
Cl:.r1l On~ 
YES HO 
Should Ooh ask Frank to rJ1onr brfore L Yes 
Tisiting? [=No 
---·- ----- ---- --- h(:;,~~·~;;,g-,-,-~~·rnnabie in re(usi,;~di~cuss, C·Ye-; 
their sexu111I f'roblems? [ l No 
-- - --- ---- i---- Sh~~JO;;-b,·-~bie-t~-;;I;;rh-r;-;;.y hdore --[··.:Yes 
dinnes? No 
1s·r.-·rr-;5o.;;t;k t~i r~tcrtoq;;;sttm.~--r;·vrs 
nrc,ssity or Nin1"1 1 S rurchast:1 D No 
I~ i-:l~i~~ juoetfiicci in .. ;c,~-sTng-ii~;k;;·b;~-[jY~; 
an inadequatr rrovid('r? CJ No 
-
6
- ---..,1----•----t----- - --- S~,;fdJack .:;-rrr~ii';;dt;"fa11t: to another [_]Yes 
woman at a rarry •·hhout Collen bt-conting urset? r_: Nn 
7 
8 
- --- --- ---- --- ,-;·P--hii"i~-~.;.;,;din_w~;,vin~--;t,~-sf~rtin;,---['lYes 
coun~rlint. 'A1it'1out bdnR ahle lO aUord it? C No 
··--- - -- ---·--·· ---- Sho~i-d ~u·~;~ -h~-;;~·ding··; ;;.-;,.-;;;;·~hen her D v~; 
housrhold cfutit·• nre not comrleted find dinner 
is not rrerart:d~ 0 No 
9 
5h0 ,;id f.l~-;y ;:.k·;-. ~;t:;,·~-~-;r,;,-,-·;;b;· ;;ady---E-~y;; 
on time? -·· No 
----r----- ··- -·-··-------···-----
10 ~h,1uht l.inda 1horou1;hly carry our _'-<'"r reF:ron· [J Yes ~~~lit~~.~-o!._~~ _::~~~·-~.,:'~~~~ed !'~-~~ ____ -1::._ ~o-
II 
::=~ --- ---- -- --~--:f _-
·~ I 
ls n.ich:1rd ju~tiriecl in becomminr. ursrt with j_:-J Yes 
Ch:tr!otte discu!"<~i~~ ntatlcr!ll with ~er mother~ . No 
1. . -t.:u·,v-~~~i('~~-~.-~ ,J~--,~;r;;.-~u;i·li;i·~~-by not - E'.'.9"fc-; 
carry in~ out theo '-arbotge~ J No 
St,-;,~iJ r:;·,~~;y·;;;f;7.C' ·;h~t hrr hci1~~~ ~~~--b~_JYc-; 
intt·r11rt·fctl hy otl10 mt·n a!-1 rlirtatious and could 
unintrntionall)· l"ad to further involvemeonts? C No 
Ai·~~-; ;~;-J<l-;.-~ ~~~;,1-:i1~:y-~c;l~o~1:1·j;,.;y h-~:11~~;d-1=: v('!' 
t~_:~r_~~ ~ -~~~:. ~~~~~~~r. -~'-~~~~~·~~~~~-~!'~ 
-----+-- ---
·~ 
16 
17 
Ill 
Shoultl Dick conlinur to 1lcvorc rlie time rh:u he [ ~ Yc!'I 
ltnow~ i:i; nec-c."l.o.;ary to ohtain atlvanC"cmcn' in 
his caret:r? [J No 
sh\mld Tnm- f1·c.·I hr 1t .. ~~i1;- ;i~h;"·,;·~-::;;;;;;---[:~v;;-
him~cir •·irh liis •:ih·'s hei1hh? [J No 
Slit,ol;I Cht-1t.L: l~ nhl~·tn w_ntc·h·f,..-.t~nif;;-·-:-·- .fj·;,:;; 
~Un\IP)f ''"""''''"'1' Nn 1~ i• J•·hn·~ r•it·";J.:_.·;r~t· .. ~ t1;~1l;;;;~,; ,i·;-;.~~;ff,·-(~ \;;; 
mont')' ~.-ill be- ~r·c·nt> [ N!'_ 
rtr.St "AKr SUR! YOU llAV! AtlSWERED All lllE QUUTIOHS AND HAVE CllCCKtl> OHE Atl\WER ltl CACll COLUMH. 
t'h1·n ~·nu 11:.vt t·111nrl1·1r·1I thi~• ;m~wt.·r ""\'t'I, r"c·rnrn tlds .inti thf' r;u;c ,1, .. tt·ri1•th111.11 tn the.· n·-.c·.uc.h ,,.;~i~t.1nt in thr 
l1•l•I•)' t-dnn• c.·11"1rlt•t i11~ tlir ,1rl1t·r muu r i.-t 
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------------------------------ --------------------------
COURlSfllP AND MARRIAGF. SH.IOY 
INVENTORY OF MARITAL COMFLICTS (!MCI 
Al~SWER SHEET 
tNSTRUC TIOHS1 P1t·ai:;r rc:.d rnc.lt ens I!' dt'"'l·rirtion anJ nnswl'r quC"~dnn:c: !!..· h· £anti ,tl for l'<lch C3sl". 
Check the nr('f<'l'rintt' f-.ox in r.H 11 column and Jo nor leave ony qu<"sfions unonswereJ. 
Item 
Ho. 
6 
8 
9 
10 
II 
12 
____ J•)_ _____ _ 
Who Is prlmorily 
re1po"silile for 
the problem? 
HUS&AHO WIFE 
--·--·-
-------
-----
-----
11 
I~ 
16 
17 
---- --· 
(bl 
Hove you f..ad a 
similar problem? 
-----· 
- ----~<)__ __ -
Hovt- you known 
other couples 
who have similar 
problems? 
(di 
--·r--- ··--------
Sfwuhl lh.lh :i~k 1-"r:rnk to (·hone bdnrc [-~Yes 
visitin~? [~~No 
r~- Co;~ l;~-i~1r.· r~a~~;,·1.1hl;i~- ref;s""'i~;· ;;;:,r;;~;;-E=-~,:-~-; 
~h:_i~- ~~_x~~~.r~~_h_I"~-~-? _____ ---------- -----=-~-
~houl(I hon 1--c fnOf(' ton·d\lr.rau· or rrancine by LYc~ ~-"'- ~~~ut:ri~~ hi .. c l•1tht.., :unun•I? -· _C N~·-
Shnultl l't:ll'."t try to un•lt-P.rnnd Nin.1'·, wdl· [" ·Ye-. 
pla1u1('cl pmch:t._,_. of d1t·"c 1~.irticul.H ~hnt:s? L~~ No 
I~ t-:lai~1· Ju~tifi"tl i11 ,;u:u-.in~ ·\t;;;k ;,f "<'i~g----E--·_--Y~~ 
an inmlt·qu:Uf' pro\ i•lt'r? ___ .. ___ --·-···----=-~~~~ 
~hnu1rl jncL: bt· nwrc .:1t1t·nli\'e to hi'i wife at E ·· Yt"!' 
f':trtir!;? ~;No 
h fr~;·,Y J~·;;·i;i-;_.j i-;;- r~li~~ that th;;;-;.~;.- ·-1~: \·--;; 
riatp:<" jo; more imrNtnnt th:tn any financial 
ronsidtrations? C' No 
-·-------------
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COllRTSltlP ANO MARRIAGE 5TllOY 
INVENTORY OF MARITAL CONFLICT (llAC) 
JOIHT DISCUSSION nN"" OISCUS!UON: 
~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~-'------~~=-======-~--.:======== 
IHSTRUCTIOHS: It is vNy imr(•rtnnt tl1;tt for EACH ca.-." y ... u tft·cide •·hid1 ='>J'<'U"'"· rithcr the hu~h;:m<f or ·~.if(", 
i:i; flfim:uily tt·~r·nnsihlr for the prohl('m. You !'houM mal:e OHE tf..·spun='>r for h(•lh PART A nnd 
PARl. U. Do nor leave ony questions u11onswereJ. Ct1111rlctc t-11ch l:O~t' bdorc 1:oing on to the next item. 
Cose 
I. Conflict over frequent visits 
by hu&band' 1 friend and wife's 
ennoyonc•. 
2. Conflict regarding satl If action 
durfng seJruol relotlons. 
·--_!'~R.!.~·--- _ ------- -·-·--P-~RT B 
Ylho h primorlly 
respon1ible for 
the pro LI em? 
------ --· ----C..hcrlr: Ouc 
1------ ··----
··~~-a-~4 .....!.~'~-. 
Whicf. of the following would he o better woy to 
to resolve the conflict? 
Ch'!c\: Only On~ 
[] ShouM Rob aslc: F1ank to 11hone bdnre Yi siting? 
OR 
C Shoulcf Jnnls stop interfering in her husband's 
friendshir? 
---- ·---- f_l ls Cot;-b~-ing ,;;~;n;;tf~ in rdusing to di~cu!'ls 
the rroblem of ~e•? 
OR 
Ll ls Jack justificrl in t'Ugf!e~iaing they discuss 
--------~---· - -·---·---->----· -~_!...!~~1lcm or_ se•? ____________ . ___ _ 
3. Conflict conc::ernln9 husl>ond's 
dhtriLuHng his shirt, tie, foc~et 
and 1hoeo1 around the oportmf'nt 
when he gets home from work • 
~~--------------·-·----+-~-{--·--·-
~- Conflfct ol>out wlff'• t purchase of 
o poir of shoes to wear with new 
dre11. 
S. Conflict 1u~tween Morlt ond Elaine 
1t•mmin9 from th•lr desire to hove 
• child hut recognhlng the 
flnonclol burden. 
6. Canlllct roused by wife leellng 
Ignored hy husband while at a 
portr. 
1. Confl1ct over wlten to see~ profes-
1lonol hl"lp for the marital 
dlfllcultl .. between Betty and 
Phi!. 
8. Contlfct concerning wife"s 
lnobillty to '1ove houu· cleon and 
dinner r~ody upon '1usbond"s 
oulvo1. 
9. Conflict ove' .,ifr', lateness 
for dinner eng<'gement. 
10. Confhct ov~r cor lueo1'down 
whlle talclnt a •hort w•elcend 
hip. 
[] ~hnuld Oon b" able to rr bx this w11y before dinner~ 
OR 
0 Should llun he- mor~ com•i1fernte of Francine by not 
scautrin~ his clothes around? 
·--·-----··-- -------------------0 h it rco1~on<thlc for Pe:ter to que:stion the nece:s8ity 
of Nina·s rurch.tst'? 
OR 
C"J Should Prter uy to undrr!';tnnd Nina's well-rlannt'd 
purchase of these rauicular shoe!{? 
--·----- .. C Is f~lninr justifit·d in Accusin1t Mark of being an 
inAfft'"qU;tlc rrovidcr? 
OR 
0 $houltl Ela in" bl' more undeutanding concerning 
M:ulc's ability and achicv('menu? 
[J Should J:H·k be rermitrC"d to talk to another woman at 
• tArt)' without Colleen becoming ur~et? 
OR 
0 Should Jade be n1ort> attentive: to his wife at pnrties? 
--------·- -- ·---··--------------0 Is Phil ;u~tifird in •·orryjnl:: about starting coun::;.eling 
with~ut flcing nblt' to afford it? 
OR 
[J Is f1cny iu~1Uird in fct'lin8 that d1l'it mnrriagt' is 
more: importnnt than any fin:mcial con~icfcrations? 
r-:' ~lumlcl Su:o::nn be rt'ntlin1t n m:i-'a7.inl" •·hen her hnu:i-td1old 
dut ir5 Ml"' nn1 com(llctc1I and dinucr h; not rrrf'iltf'tl? 
OR 
[_j ShnulJ Su5nn try to be a bcttrr hou5ckcc~r? 
·-----···· --·--- ·-----·-- -···--- ----··--· ----·--
C !'hould ~fory m;1l:e A irl"1Ucr dfott to bl" rc:idy on time? 
OR Q Should Jtll1n hAvt" n «rr~tcr umfrro;tnnding of •·hy she i~ 
tote I · 
[J Shouftl Li1hla thnrclur,lily nury out h<'r rcsron.-:.ihititie5 
O':ft' ~hr fms nt:rrpt<·c.I tht"fn? 
[J l!t ~trvc hr in~ nnrca~nn;thlr in hl11min~ hi!ll .,.jf" for 
the •·ork 1int tcrtiop. clont"? 
MH:Jo.-,-c-11-.,-,------------'----.._ ___ _,, ___ . ___ ----rr;..;;;-c;;,;nue On Rev~u~ Side-
, . ., 
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JOINT DISCUSSION · (Contlno•d) 
·- PAllTA-- ~--------PARTB 
Case 
Who ll ·;;1~arily- ------------- --
tupontlhl• for Which of the following would be a bellH way to 
the problem? resolve the conflict? 
-------l.hf'< k Onr 
-----------------1-llusb~J Wif~= _ _:~"-~~ -~~!__O_n_• __ 
11. Conflict over wife' 1 
conversations with I.er mother. 
11. Confllct about the tesponslbillty 
for throwln9 the garbage away. 
O I:. RichMd ju!"tificd in bccPmin~ upsrt with Charlor:te 
di~cu~sing mnttrr!f. with her mother? 
011 
0 $hou1.t Charlot!O b• abl• to speak fteely .. ·ith her 
mother? 
CJl.~-[~,";y nrilrcring-his rrsponsibility by not 
cArrying our the gnrb<1gt? 
OR 0 Is Judy ••f-ecting too much by asking her husband 
to carry out the garbar.c? 
------------------·----11----··--- -------
13. Conflict over wife's conv•notlont 
with rnen at parties. 
U. Conflict re9o•dlng evening 
entertainment. 
0 Should Nnncy realb~e that her beh.nior can be 
interprctrd hy other men a~ flir1:1tiou!I ~nJ could 
unimrntionatly lead to further involvemerns 
011 D Should Rob lrUst his .,;re nnd not bl' urset that she 
is enjoying the comr3ny of other men? 
0 Al••• working hard all d•y should Jerry be allow•d 
to !!>)'r.nd • quiet evening at home with his wife? 
OR 
Cl Shoulrf Jerry under.">t:-cn<I nnd rr!trond to Betty's 
bnredom by going out in tl1c evening? 
-------- -------- ----+-----!-- ------------------------
15. Conlllet over husband spending 
time at the office. 
16. ConfHct over wife's 1molcln9. 
17. Conlllct onr TV lootholl gomes. 
18. Confllcl of vocation vs. 1lereo 
1peoken. 
D ~hould flick continue to dewote the time that he 
knows is necess•ry to obtain advancement in his 
c.1treer? 
OR 
0 Should Dick spend more time with his wife? 
0 Shm11d 1·om lrf"l hf" has the right to concrrn himself 
with his wire's health? 
011 
CJ Should Tom leave Urtt}' alone and quit ri-essuring 
hf:r? 
·-·----- -·- ·------------ --·----
0 Sliould Chuck b• able to ... &tch loo1ball on 
Sunday aFtf:rnoon~1 
011 
[]!;hould Chuck sr•nd more time on Sund•y~ wiih his 
.,ifr? 
-------------·------------·-·-----
D •~ it John's rreror.ntive to cteciclr ho• th" tnmity 
money will ht" s1•rnt~ 
OR 
CJ Should financial t•rcntli1urrs h" ft joint decision1 
'lEAIE TAKt A MINUTE TO R[CllECK YOUR AHSWF.RS OH EACH QUESTION. 
YOU tlll)UlD 11AYI 01111 CllltM roll ,UT A A11D 0111 Cll!CK POii rART •. 
A,TER RF.CHECKING YOUR R!Sro1uu. RETURN TllU FORM TO A RUE ARCH 
ASSISTANT IN TllE lOOBY. 
MH·IO·t (HWI 
, ... 
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IMC - rosT DISCUSSION 
Dato ------ C'ouple Numbor 
Name 1-lalo ( ) Female ( ) 
ctteck onea 
1. How much did you enjoy discuss Ing these C1llles? 
2. 
vr.ry "njoyablo 
-- somewhat enjoyable 
=slightly enjoy11ble 
__ not enjoyable 
flow personally involved did you feel 
somewhat rclt>Vant or similar to your 
11,,Jevant to you 
--;,-;ry-ilWolVed 
-- nomewhat involved 
-- slightly involved 
-- not involved 
in discussing the ca~<"'S which were 
lf fc VC!r~U!l tho~C not rrl~vant? 
Not rrleva;)tto you 
very involved 
somewh" t involved 
slightly involved 
not l nvolved 
3. Did you feel the case~ dP.scrihcd situations that ore real problems for families? 
"11 seemed rcnl 
most Rc~med real 
some ~cemcd real 
few seemed re11l 
none sccmc•l re" 1 
4. How satisfied were you ahout the final decisions that were made in these eases? 
V<!ry satisfied 
somewhat ~atisfied 
- slightly sati9fi<!d 
-- not s11tisfied 
5. Did your ~pou~e react pretty much aft you expected he(she) would in resolving 
your differences? 
very simil"r to usual 
-- somewhat nJmilar 
-- sliqhtly similar 
=not.very similar 
6. Old you fool that this technique is useful (helpful) for a couple to 
participate in? 
vr.ry useful 
somr.what u"eful 
r;lightly U~C'[ul 
not very u~oful 
(Plea.so an!lWrr questions on back of paqe) 
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Revised IMC Cod~~!L§.1-stc~ a 
Inter-Rater arid SElit-llalf Reli:tbilities 
l. ASSERTIVE ACTS 
A. Information 
...!!.. Jnler-Ratcr Split-Half 
Requests Information or Opinion _H eliabilil}'. Reliability 
H w 
82b 66b oT St Content Question 1. 9 
oz 52 Outcome Question 3.4 80 72 
Gives Information 
03 S3 Cont<'nt Inlorrnation IS. S 91 78 
05 55 Reads 11. 6 98 92 
B. Opinion 
Gives Opinion 
10 60 Rhetorical Questions 2. l 68 74 
11 61 Partisan Opinion 8.Z 76 6Z 
IZ 6Z General Opinion 7. 1 73 78 
Self Disclosure 
14 64 Part A 4. 7 96 74 
IS 65 Part B 4. 7 94 73 
c. Suggestions 
16 66 Rational Suggeet!on 1. 7 8S 76 
ll. SUPPORTIVE ACTS 
A. Positive 
-~ree~ent 
21 71 Oukorne Agreement 8. 0 94 70 
zz 7Z Process Agreement Z.5 74 70 
B. Negativfl 
Disagreement 
33 83 Disapproval of Spouse • 4 66 70 
c. Ambiguous 
~-SSLaughter 5,0 95 86 
lll. STiltJCTURA L ACTS 
41 91 Initiation 5. 1 98 92 
45 95 Relevancy 4.3 96 78 
49 99 Noise • 4 73 60 
Totnl Number of 
Statements 89 77 
Total Percentage 86.6e 
Menn R'!llab!Uty 116 75 
-Z-
a) The following cat,,go~ie9 i.ave been dropped because of insufHcient 
nun1ber of responses or inadr.quate intcr-raler or r.plit-hatr reliability. 
They are categories: 01-54 General Information; 13-63 Reiteration; 
17-67 Jr rational Choice; 23- 73 Approval of Spouse; 21- 74 Self Assurance; 
31-81 Outcome Disagreement; 3Z-8Z Process DIM>greement; '.H-81 Sell 
JJoubt; 42-92 Procedural Comments; 43-93 Item Structure Analysis; 
44-94 llole Specification; 48-98 Uncoded Statements. 
b) The data reporte<l on the IMC are based on data collected from 61 couples 
and the codings were done by two independent raters. There was a total 
of 16, 125 statements from these 64 couples whkh were coded for this 
analysis. Decimal points have been omitted from all the reliability 
data and numbers have been rounded to the nearest whole number. The 
husband and wife reliability scores have been combilled and averaged 
tor each code. 
c) The Percentage docs not add up to JOO% because "evcral variables are 
not included in the an,.lysis (re: Fo'>lnote a). 
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IFC CODING SYSTEM 
I. Process Statements 
01 Initiation 
02 Topic Change 
03 Focus 
04 Laughter 
08 Uncoded Statements 
09 Noise (Overlap) 
II. Assertive Statements 
II I. 
Questions 
11 Outcome Questions 
12 Content Questions 
13 Procedural Questions 
14 Rhetorical Questions 
15 General Questions 
Information 
21 Reads 
22 Content Information 
23 Procedural Information 
25 General Information 
26 Relevancy Information 
Opinions 
31 Self Disclosure 
33 Procedural Opinions 
34 Partisan Opinions 
35 General Opinions 
36 Relevancy Opinions 
37 Role Specification Opinions 
Suggestions 
41 Outcome Suggestions 
43 Procedural Suggestions 
44 Reinteration 
45 General Suggestions & Commands 
Supportive Statements 
Positive 
51 Outcome Agreement 
52 Process Agreem~nt 
53 Approval of others 
54 Approval of Self 
Negative 
61 Outcome Disa9reement 
62 Process Disagreement 
63 Disapproval ~f Others 
64 Disapprova~ of Self 
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APPENDIX B 
ALCOHOLISM LIFE ASSESSMENT QUESTIO~NAIRE 
CATC 73 
ALCOHOLISM LllE ASSESoo:tlT QUESTIONNArnE 
P~ ·. ·:-.:., olrole the number of only one l te111 for en.ch question, 
t. \";,:.·'.; ha11 been your drinld~ pattern in the lBBt three months? 
1, H!lve not c1runlc at all, 
2, Ooonelonal light drinking, 
3. Li~,-~ or moderate drinking one or two Ila.ye a wock, 
4. Rea"1' dr1nld.ng eeveral tlmee (one or two elipo), 
S. HeaV)" drinking one or two times 11. week, 
6, Heavy drlnl.:ing almost every c!q or evening, 
7, HonV)" drinking for a time, end then dry for a time (binge drlnldng), 
2, 1"'ecrihe tho ldndn and smount of alooholio bevor38t10 you have d%Unlt in the 
last three monthe1 
3, ~t iA your drinking pattern right now? 
1, Do not drink at all, 
2, Occaeion.U light drinking, 
J, Light or moderate dr1nking one or tvo d"J'IJ 11. week, 
4. Heavy drinking oeveral times (ons or two slips reoent1y), 
S. Heavy drlnld.ng one or two times a week, 
6, Rt'lavy drinking t!.lmoet every doy or evening, 
7, He!lvy drinking for a time and then dry for a time (binge drinking), 
4, Row long eeo did you last take a drink? 
1, Zoro - two veekn 
4. Nine - eleven weeks 
2, 'I'hroe - five weekn 
S. Twelve - fourteen weeks 
J, Six - eight 
weeks 
S, What has boon your loD«Oet period without a drink in the lBBt tlttee monthn? 
1, Zero - two weekn 
4, Nine - elevon WAekn 
2, Three - rive wonke 
S. Twelve - fourtoon voeko 
), Sh: - eight 
weoke 
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6, nave you received nny kind of treatment at CATC in the laot threo months? 
1, Yeo 
2, No 
7. Have you roeeived treatment for aleoh~liem IJllY'lhere other than C!TC in 
the last three months? 
1. Yee 
Klnd of treatment'----------------------
6. Bavo you received hnlp for emotioruil problems other than drinking in 
the laet three months? 
1. Yen 
2. No 
9. lloen your drinking now interfere with your performance or your 
rea;o<..naibilitiee to yourenlf or others (euch ae job e.ttend!Ulce, family 
reeponnibilitiee)? 
1. Yee 
2, No 
10, Would you like aoeietanee with your drinking problem at this time? 
1. Yee 
2. No 
11, Would you like aeoiotnnce with nny other pcroon.U problem at thie time? 
1, Yee 
2, No 
12. llave you boon nrronted for drunkonnoos in the laet three months? 
1, Tea Number of timen ______ _ 
2. No 
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1). nesor!be you opouses drinking in the last throe months (how muoh and how 
ofton)i 
lh, Doooribe the drinking of othere you live with (how much and how often;t 
15, Docoribe yom- •mo of druge ct.her than alcohol thnt ohe.nge your mood in 
the laet thxee months (how much end how often)1 
16, n~v long eco did you last uee drugs other thnn alcohol to change your 
n.ood? 
1, Zero - two weeks 2, Threo - five weeks ), Sb: - eight 
weeks 
h, Nine - eleven weeks S. Twelve - fourteen weeks 
17. 'rlhat drugn other than alcohol have you ueod in the lnst throe months? 
18, If working, how long have you been employed on your preeent job? 
2, One month ), Two monthe 1, Not working 
h. Three month& 5, Longer than three monthe 
19. In th11 past three ll!onths, how many hours did you spend on the job 
per week? 
1, Zero - ten hourn 2, Ten - tventy hour& ), Twenty - thirty hour~ 
L. 'J.'hirty - forty hourn 5, Morn than forty hour& 
20, If work!n«, how would you deeoribe your ndju.otll!cnt in your job?-
1, Unable to adjust to job end muot quit, or did quit, 
2. Not gnod, bu.t able to got by. 
). Ae good ne moot "WOrkere. 
h. Very good. 
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21, What hAo been the aource or your inoome in tho pAnt three monthe? 
1, Wn«ee, sBlAry, tlpn 
). Social Security benertte 
S. Fomlly nnd friends 
7, Inveetments and interest 
2, trncmplo)'lllent compensation 
4. Penoion 
6, Welte.re 
8. Other ...... ________ _ 
22, What hae boon your pereonal income per month cluring the past three 
monthe? 
1, Le1111 than ~250/month 
3, 8500 - 750/month 
S. Hore than &1000/month 
2, $250 -Soc/month 
4, C750 - 1000/month 
23, 'tlhat haa been your employment pattern in the last three months? 
1, Never employed. 
2. Da:r labor onl1 
3, Somotimea l)IDJlloyecl other than d.1ty labor 
4. Employed. regularl;r, not at day labor 
24, Jlo you hove a telephone at your reuidonoe? 
1, Tea 
2, No 
25, Bow would you describe your overall health? 
1, Poor 2. J'll!r 3, Good. 4, Dotter than moat people 
26. When you become angry, vhat clo you c!.o? 
1, Hold. it in 2, Tell othora you a.re ongry 
3, Lona your tomper and become violent 
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1. Yoo 
2. No 
28, Jlo 7ou find youronlf extromoly norvouo around pcople? 
1. Tllrt 
2, No 
29, Jn tho Jl""t thrM monlhn hl\Vo you foun<\ yc"1reolf becoming dorrn11nod.? 
1. tlnvnr 2. Sovornl timnn 
), Onen or ivlcn I\ \ll!ok l1. About onco a day 
S. All the Hmn 
)O. Jn lhll pMl thrne monthR hr.vn you found yourMlf fneling guHt.y? 
J, Onco or t.wlco a wt>ek 
S. All the tlmn 
2. Several ttmon 
4. About onoo A dny 
)1. ln lhe pnel thrno montho hnvo you foun~ your1111lt tooling rooenltul? 
1. }lover 2. Sevor.U limnn 
). Onon or twioo a ve!Jk 4. About once a day 
~. All tho time 
J:>. Jn tlil) prtBt th-rrn monlhn hnvo you found yonrnelf feeling 1onnly? 
1. N"v"r 2. Snvornl tlmo11 
J. One11 or t.vlo11 I\ WPl)k 
"· 
About oncn tt d1ty 
s. All thn Hmo 
.:n. now do you fnel nbout your11f'1£ nov (hov MH11rtod 11-ro yotl vlth hov your 
HC!t h goin~)? 
'-· Fltir It. Vory good 
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paee 6 
34, Aro you natiefied that you are doin& the thi11«e that you would expoct a 
man to do? (or WOIJllUl, for women) 
1. Yoe 2. No 
3S. With whom do you talk about pereonnl problome (mark the one you tRllc 
to moot)? 
1. SpouDe 2. Parente 
S. AA person 6. ClerBY111nn 
8. No one 
). Children 4. Friend 
7, Othf>r. ___________ _ 
36. le it eany for you to talk about your pereonal problems with this 
person? 
1. Yee 2, No ). Dooe not apply (if anewored 
"no one" above) 
:'7. How would you describo your relationnhip with old drinking friends? 
1. llad 2, Fair ), Good 
)8. How >."Ould you doecribe your relatiouobip with other frionde? 
1. 1lad 2, Fair ), Good. 4. Very good 
39, How would you describe your relationehip with your epouee duriD8 the 
last three months? 
1. ll;td. 2. Fair· ). Good 4. Vory good 
S. No contact 
40, How would. you d.escribo your relo.tionnhlp with your 11pouse now? 
1, Jled. 2, Fair ), Good 4, Very eood. 
S. No contact 
W.. How would you doocribo your relationnhip with your children during the 
laot three a:onthn? 
2, Fair ). Good. 4. Very good. 
S. No contaot 6. I have no children 
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])1169 7 
42. How would you deeorlbe your relationohlp with your children now? 
1. ll3d 2. Fair J. Good 4. Very gooa 
S. No oontaot 6. I have no children 
4J. \'hat &re your present living arrangements? 
1. Living with spouse 
2, Living with family other than spouse 
). L.1vlne with friende 
'•· 
Living in apartment 
s. Living in hotel 
6. Living in halfway bouoe 
7. Other 
lili. llo you attend gny ooeil\l groupe or elube other than A.A.? 
1. Yee 
2. No 
4S. How often do you attend A.A, at present? 
1. More then once a week 
J, About two or three timoe a month 
S. I do not attend 
2. About oneo a week 
4. About once a month 
46. Row often cloon your epouee (or you if you are tho alcoholio 1e epouee) 
attend Al-Anon meetings? 
1. More than once a W9Bk 
J, About two or three times a month 
S. lloeo not attend 
2, About once a week 
4. About once a month 
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APPENDIX C 
SOCIAL READJUSTMENT RATING SCALE 
Date 
Please circle the number of Life Crisis Units for each 
of the following events that have happened to you in the 
last two years. 
Life Event Life Crisis Units 
1 Death of spouse 100 
2 Divorce 73 
3 Marital separation 65 
4 Jail term 63 
5 Death of close family member ............ . 63 
6 Personal injury of illness 53 
7 Marriage 50 
8 Fired at work 47 
9 Marital reconciliation ................. . 45 
10 Retirement 45 
11 Chance in health of family member ...... . 44 
12 Pregnancy 40 
13 Sex difficulties 39 
14 Gain of new family member .............. . 39 
15 Business readjustment .................. . 39 
16 Change in financial state .............. . 38 
17 Death of close friend .................. . 37 
18 Change to different line of work ......•. 36 
19 Change in number of arguments with spouse 35 
20 Mortgage over $10,000 
21 Foreclosure of mortgage or loan ......... . 
22 Change in responsibilities at work ...... . 
23 Son or daughter leaving home ............ . 
24 Trouble with in-laws 
25 Outstanding personal achievement ........ . 
26 Wife begins or stops work ............... . 
27 Begin or end school 
28 
29 
Change in living conditions 
Revision of personal habits 
30 Trouble with boss 
31 Change in work hours or conditions ...... . 
32 Change in residence 
33 Change in school 
34 Change in recreation 
35 
36 
Change in church activities 
Change in social activities 
37 Mortgage or loan less than $10,000 ...... . 
38 Change in sleeping habits ............... . 
39 Change in number of family get-togethers .. 
40 Change in eating habits 
41 Vacation 
42 Christmas 
43 Minor violations of the law ............. . 
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31 
30 
29 
29 
29 
28 
26 
26 
25 
24 
23 
20 
20 
20 
19 
19 
18 
17 
16 
15 
15 
13 
12 
11 
Social Readjustment Rating Scale Norms 
Score 
0 - 150 
150 - 199 
200 - 299 
300 or Over 
Prediction 
No Significant Problems 
33% Chance of Illness 
50% Chance of Illness 
80% Chance of Illness 
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APPENDIX D 
TREATMENT RECORD 
Married Person's Group 
---------------
Individual Counseling Sessions 
----------~ 
A.A. Meetings 
Admission date 
Days in treatment _____________ _ 
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Joint session (Husband, wife, and counselor): date _______ _ 
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APPENDIX E 
DISCHARGE RATING 
Please rate each of the following for: 
Patient 
Patient's acceptance of alcoholism as a disease and motiva-
tion to maintain sobriety: 
1 Very Good 2 Good 3 Fair 4 Poor 
Patient's involvement in treatment: 
1 Very Good 2 Good 3 Fair 4 Poor 
Definite plans for housing, job, A.A.: 
1 Very Good 2 Good 3 Fair 4 Poor 
Resources such as family and friends who will help the 
patient to maintain sobriety: 
1 Very Good 2 Good 3 Fair 4 Poor 
Plans for followup treatment as outpatient: 
1 Very Good 2 Good 3 Fair 4 Poor 
Based on the areas rated above, I rate the patient's chances 
of maintaining his/her sobriety during the three months fol-
lowing discharge as: 
1 Very Good 2 Good 3 Fair 4 Poor 
Rater's name Date 
Rater is: 1 Patient 2 Spouse 3 Counselor 
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APPENDIX F 
ADDITIONAL TABLES 
Table 17-A 
Descriptive Information for Subjects 
Variable Minimum Maximum Mean Standard Deviation 
Historical Variables 
Age, Husband 
Age, Wife 
Years Married 
Age Married, Husband 
Age Married, Wife 
Children 
Education, Husband 
Education, Wife 
Siblings, Husband 
Length of Marital 
Separationb 
Variables Derived 
From Measures 
25.0 
21. 0 
1. 0 
17.0 
16.0 
0. 0 
4. 0 
5.0 
0. 0 
0. 0 
Life Stress, Husbanda 126.0 
Life Stress, Wife 0. 0 
Win Score, Husband 0.0 
Win Score, Wife 0.0 
Deadlocks in Discussion 0.0 
65.0 
64.0 
41. 0 
48.0 
45.0 
9.0 
14.0 
14.0 
21. 0 
50.0 
636.0 
673.0 
9.0 
8. 0 
1. 0 
N = 29 except a where R = 28 
39.9 11. 9 
39.3 11. 5 
13.5 11. 4 
26.4 8.8 
25.7 9. 1 
2.9 2. 4 
10.8 2.1 
11. 4 2. 0 
4. 3 4.4 
3 . 5 9.6 
331.5 134.6 
252.8 151. 3 
3. 8 2.2 
4.6 2. 3 
0. 2 0. 4 
bMonths of marital separation, before admission 
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1\PPENDIX F 
Table 18-1\ 
Descriptive Categories for Subjects 
Variable status N Per Cent 
M;ir.ital Sbttus !1;irried 25 86 
Common-Law 4 14 
Employment, Husband Employed 14 48 
Unemployed 15 52 
Employment, Wife Employed 16 55 
Homemakers 13 45 
Type of Employment, t,abor 20 69 
llusbrind (pa st or Trade 7 24 
present) own Business 1 3 
Professional 1 3 
Type of Employment Labor 22 76 
Wife (past or Trade 3 10 
present) Never Employed 4 14 
Residence l\rrangement Own Home 10 35 
Rent 14 48 
Live with Family 5 17 
Birthplace, nus band Illinois 12 41 
other States 17 59 
Loss of Parent in Lost Parent 16 55 
Childhood, Husband No Loss 13 45 
Race of Couple Black 20 69 
White 9 31 
T\lcoholic in Hus- No T\lcoholics 16 64 
band's Family Parent or Sib 9 36 
!ht sba nd Mar.rled Never 20 69 
Previously Once 8 28 
Three Times 1 3 
APPENDIX F 
Table 18-A (Continued) 
Variable 
llusband Treated for 
nlcoholism Previously 
Prognosis at 
Discharge, Husband 
Prognosis at Dis-
charge, Wife 
Prognosis at Dis-
charge, Counselor 
status 
t-lever 
once 
Twice 
Four Times 
Very Good 
Good 
No Response 
Very Good 
Good 
Fair 
Poor 
No Response 
Very Good 
Good 
Fair 
Poor 
No Response 
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N Per cent 
15 52 
10 35 
3 10 
1 3 
19 66 
7 24 
3 10 
17 59 
5 17 
4 14 
1 3 
2 7 
3 10 
18 62 
5 17 
1 3 
2 7 
APPENDIX F 
Table 19-A 
Treatment Experiences for Subjects 
Inpatient 
Minimum Maximum Mean Standard 
Deviation 
Group Therapy Sessions 
Married Men's Group 
Re-Admission Group 
Individual Counseling 
Sessions 
A.A. Meetings 
Days in Center 
Days Between Admission 
and Tape Recording 
Days Between Tape 
Recording and Dis-
charge 
Conjoint Marital 
Therapy Sessions 
Outpatient 
Outpatient Therapy and 
A.A. Meetings at Center 
attended by Husband 
Total A.A. Meetings 
Attended by Husband 
(including those at 
Center, reported by 
Husband) 
Total A.A. Meetings 
Attended by Husband 
(including those at 
Center, reported by 
Wife) 
6. 0 
0. 0 
0. 0 
0 . 0 
8. 0 
16.0 
6. 0 
1. 0 
0. 0 
0. 0 
0. 0 
0.0 
20.0 15.3 3.6 
4. 0 1. 0 1. 3 
5. 0 0.5 1. 4 
4. 0 1. 6 1. 0 
27.0 1 7. 3 4. 4 
49.0 34.1 7.4 
15.0 10.8 2.6 
37.0 23.3 8. 1 
1. 0 0. 2 0.4 
12.0 3. 2 3. 4 
18.0 6 
18.0 4 
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Factor 
Factor 
Factor 
Factor 
II 
III 
IV 
APPENDIX G 
Formulas for Derivation of Factor Scores 
for Factors II, III, IV, and V 
Score ( 01-W x .1236) + (31-H x .7199) 
(44-H x .3428) + (61-W x .6955)a 
Score = ( 01-W x . 4 8 2 5) + (11-W x .5715) 
(63-W x .5104)a 
Score = (09-H x .5598) + ( 09-W x .4801) 
(22-W x .1334) - (63-W x .1154) 
(63-H x .1053)a 
v Score = (52-H x .1538) - (13-H x .2622) 
(SL-W x .6587)a 
+ 
+ 
+ 
-
+ 
awhere two digit number is the variable Z-Score, 
W represents Wife, H represents Husband, and the decimal 
is the square of the Factor loading. 
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The Minnesota Multiph.asic Personality Inventory 
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Nc::e -- :actor : Scores-- Low Aqe Se Date !est""----------------
- - ?actor ;:: Scores-- High 
~ddre Oc:eupatio,..._ ___________________ _ 
E:duc:::tio Marital Stcmi• Reierred by ________ _ 
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APPENDIX I 
RESEARCH VOLUNTEER AGREEMENT 
I volunteer to take part in the research project con-
ducted by Mr. Patrick Shields at Chicago's Alcoholic Treat-
ment Center. I give the researcher permissioh to contact 
my wife (or husband) and request her (his) participation in 
the research. t understand that my participation will in-
clude filling out questionnaires, taking a personality in-
ventory, and a short discussion with my spouse which will 
be tape recorded. 
I give the researcher permission to examine my medical 
records. I understand that all information obtained in this 
study will be confidential and will be given to no one other 
than CATC treatment staff (treatment staff will be given 
information only when this does not interfere with the re-
search) without my writlen permission. 
I understand that the researcher will contact me three 
months and six months after discharge from CATC to ask about 
how I have benefited from treatment. I give the researcher 
permission to request this information from my family or 
other agencies if I cannot be reached directly. 
I understand that the purpose of this study is to learn 
more about alcoholism and the family. 1 understand that a 
decision not to take part in this research will hot affect 
my involvement in other activities at Chicago's Alcoholic 
Treatment center. I understand that 1 may withdraw from 
the project at any time without prejudice. 
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